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Introduction

This article is about the spectral theory of Schrödinger operators which are
used to describe electric particles moving in discrete 2-dimensional space under
the influence of a perpendicular magnetic field. It is a wonderful and fruitful
coincidence that among these operators are some which are invariant under au-
tomorphisms describing time evolutions of integrable doubly discrete quantum
field theories. So this article is also about the spectral theory of quantum in-
tegrals, a name which we give to integrals of motions of such automorphisms.
This adds a different point of view to the investigation of discrete models in solid
state physics and makes the whole machinery of the inverse scattering method,
in particular the Bethe ansatz, available for the task to determine the spectrum
of the corresponding Schrödinger operators.

The operators which are investigated here are generalizations of the Hofs-
tadter Hamiltonian which is the famous Hamiltonian describing an elementary
Quantum-Hall system; this is a discretized version of an electron in a constant
magnetic field, see [?]. The aim is to analyse their spectra. Early numerical work
of Hofstadter [?] indicated a rich fractal structure in what is nowadays called
the Hofstadter Butterfly. This points out the difficulty of the task: one com-
monly expects that for values of the magnetic flux which are irrational (in the
appropriate units) the spectra of Hamiltonians of Hofstadter type are Cantor sets
(nowhere dense sets without isolated points). A lot of work has been devoted
to study of their spectra using various methods including semiclassical analy-
sis [?, ?, ?], C∗-algebra and K-theory, functional analysis, and measure theory.
These methods provide information on topological properties of the spectrum,
such as rigorous proofs that, for certain irrational values of the flux, the spec-
trum of the Hofstadter Hamiltonian is a Cantor set – we mention a few works
[?, ?, ?, ?] refering the reader to [?] and [?] for further references – or continuity
of band edges in the flux variable [?, ?]. They also provide information on the
Lebesgues measures of the spectra [?, ?, ?] and on the measure theoretic nature
of the spectral measures. The last point is connected to the representation in
which the operators act, for an overview on results regarding that question for
the almost Mathieu operator see [?]. Specific spectral values for irrational flux
were, however, not obtained (apart from the value 0 in the Hofstadter spectrum).
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The methods which will be employed here are different from the above. They
come under the name Bethe ansatz, and we shall concentrate our analysis on
two of its variants: the polynomial (or functional) Bethe ansatz as formulated
by Wiegmann et al. in [?] and the algebraic Bethe ansatz which was adapted
to the present case by one of the authors [?]. We will present here a simplified
approach to the polynomial Bethe ansatz which is based on a representation
theoretic property, namely the existence of polynomial solutions in a represen-
tation of the Weyl-Heisenberg algebra. This approach, in which the possible
rôle of quantum groups is de-emphasised, has the advantage that it makes the
neccessary structural ingredients clear and shows how both works, that of [?]
and that of [?], are interrelated. In fact, polynomial solutions for the family of
operators in question can be obtained in two ways, one leading to the Bethe
ansatz-equations and eigenvalues of [?] and the other containing the eigenvalues
of [?] in a special case (k = 1). The two solutions have a fundamental difference.
Whereas the Bethe ansatz-equations and eigenvalues which were obtained in [?]
do not show any regular behaviour under a small change of the magnetic field – in
fact, they can only be formulated for rational flux – does the other solution give
rise to eigenvalues and -functions which depend analytically on the strength of
the magnetic field. In particular, like all other solutions which may be obtained
by the algebraic Bethe ansatz, the latter solutions exist for irrational flux, too.

Apart from Wiegmann et al. [?] also Faddeev and Kashaev have approached
the calculation of exact spectral values using a generalized form of the Bethe-
ansatz [?]. We will not discuss their work here. It contains the Bethe ansatz
equations of [?] as special cases, and it is also restricted to rational flux.

We do only find a finite number of eigenvalues for the operators. It is therefore
natural to ask whether they play a special rôle in the spectrum. In a first attempt
to give an answer to this question we are led to the conjecture that for the
quantum integral related to the quantum pendulum, the solutions obtained by
the Bethe ansatz describe the touching of bands in the spectrum for rational
flux.

The article is intended partly as a review article, including an understand-
able overview, though neccessarily partial, on the used techniques and models
with particular emphasis on their discrete aspects. The first section is about the
discrete Weyl-Heisenberg algebra and some of its representations including the
irreducible ones for rational flux. This algebra arises in different fields of mathe-
matics under different headings. In algebra it is called the rotation algebra and in
geometry the quantized torus. Some of its representations have to be employed
to compute the spectra for rational flux. This is discussed in Section 2 together
with the simplification which arrises if a Chambers relation holds. In Section 3
we present the family of operators which are to be investigated. We show that
they are invariant under certain automorphisms of the Weyl-Heisenberg algebra,
an observation which is important for Sections 5 und 6. Section 4 is devoted to
a technique for computing eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the operators which
may be seen as the essence of the polynomial Bethe ansatz. We discuss two
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qualitative different ways to obtain polynomial eigenfunctions and specify the
result to two operators of particular interest: the Hofstadter Hamiltonian and
the QP-integral. The mathematics used in Section 4 is comparatively simple
but can only be applied to a small subclass of operators. In order to go behond
this subclass one has to use a more sophisticated method which has its origin in
integrable quantum field theory. We discuss in Section 5 how to express the op-
erators of interest as quantum integrals of discrete sine Gordon field theory. The
sixth section is then devoted to the adaptation of the algebraic Bethe ansatz to
the present situation. It also contains the determination of where in the bands,
which exist for rational flux, the eigenvalues found by the Bethe ansatz lie. A
comparison between the results obtained by the polynomial Bethe ansatz and
by the algebraic Bethe ansatz concludes the article.

Before coming to the main part of the article let us devote a paragraph to
the motivation of one of our two main themes: discrete Schrödinger operators
describing the motion of electric particles in Z2 under the influence of a perpen-
dicularly applied magnetic field.

The discrete form of the Landau Hamiltonian

Landau considered the quantum mechanical problem of a particle with electric
charge 1 and mass 1 in the plane R2 (spanned by e1, e2) to which a constant
magnetic field of magnitude γ along e3 is applied. The particle is not subject to
any other potential so that its Hamiltonian, acting on L2(R2), is [?]

HL =
v2
1 + v2

2

2

where vj = pj − Aj is the velocity operator (in units c = ~ = 1) which contains
a vector potential A for the magnetic field, i.e. ∂1A2 − ∂2A1 = γ. v2

1 + v2
2 may

be termed magnetic Laplacian, because it generalizes the usual (2-dimensional)
Laplacian which is obtained for γ = 0. However one chooses the gauge, one
obtains the commutation relation

[v1, v2] = iγ. (0.1)

This commutation relation is algebraically the same as Heisenberg’s commuta-
tion relation. In fact, the latter may be obtained upon identification of v1 with
the position operator, v2 with the momentum operator, and 2πγ with Planck’s
constant. Under this identification HL becomes algebraically the harmonic os-
cillator and hence has discrete, equally spaced, unbounded spectrum which is
bounded from below. Due to the above algebraic similarity we call the exponen-
tiated velocity operators

Wγ(a) = exp−i(a1v1 + a2v2) (0.2)

also Weyl-operators. Commutation relation (??) implies for the Weyl-operators

Wγ(a)Wγ(b) = e−
iγ
2

σ(a,b)Wγ(a+ b) (0.3)
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where σ(a, b) = a1b2 − a2b1 is the canonical symplectic form on R2. To describe
the action of Wγ(a) on L2(R2) we choose the symmetric gauge, that is take
A1 = −γ

2x2, A2 = γ
2x1. In that gauge

Wγ(a) Ψ(x) = e−
iγ
2

σ(a,x)Ψ(x− a) . (0.4)

From that equation follows that, for all a, b ∈ R2

[W−γ(a),Wγ(b)] = 0.

In particular,W−γ(a) commutes with the Landau HamiltonianHL and hence the
family {W−γ(a)}a∈R2 plays the rôle of a symmetry. Only if γ = 0 (mod 2π) this
family forms a group, namely the translation group. In general, the product is
twisted by a phase (compare (??)) and hence {W−γ(a)}a∈R2 furnish a projective
representation of the translation group. For that reason these operators have
been named magnetic translations [?]. To repeat, we have two families of Weyl-
operators, {Wγ(a)}a∈R2 and {W−γ(a)}a∈R2 . Algebraically they differ only by
a sign in their product but their rôle for the Landau model is different. The
generators of the first family are the velocities and give rise to the Hamiltonian,
whereas the second family furnishes the symmetry operators. Moreover, it can
be proved [?] that the set of bounded operators on L2(R2) which commute
with all Wγ(a), a ∈ R

2, is equal to the closure in the weak operator topology
of the set {W−γ(a)}a∈R2 . Hence the two families are in a sense dual to each
other. Differing algebraically only by the value for the magnetic field, the Wγ(a)
are also called magnetic translations although they should, strictly speaking,
better be called dual magnetic translations. The generators of the W−γ(a) are,
of course, k = p + A. They have commutation relation [k1, k2] = −iγ and give
rise to the integrals of motion. One usually chooses here the Landau centre c,
c1 = k2γ

−1, c2 = −k1γ
−1. This is the centre of gyration of the particle in the

constant magnetic field.
What happends if we discretize space, that is, if we allow the particle to move

only on Z2 ⊂ R2? In that case, in order to obtain operators acting on the natural
Hilbert space of the discrete setting ℓ2(Z2), the generators vj , j = 1, 2, have to
be exponentiated along one lattice spacing the length of which we chose to be 1.
According to one possible scheme of how to replace differentials by differences
one then obtains that the discrete magnetic Laplacian, which acts on ℓ2(Z2), is
given by

(1−Wγ(1, 0)∗)(1−Wγ(1, 0))+(1−Wγ(0, 1)∗)(1−Wγ(0, 1)) =: 4−HHof . (0.5)

HHof = Wγ(1, 0)+Wγ(1, 0)∗+Wγ(0, 1)+Wγ(0, 1)∗ is the well known Hofstadter
Hamiltonian. The Hofstadter Hamiltonian thus plays, up to a constant, the rôle
of the discrete Landau Hamiltonian. We are not only interested in this Hamil-
tonian but also in its generalizations involving translations to the next nearest
neighbours. It is clear that HHof belongs to the closure in the norm topology
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of the algebra which is (even linearly) generated by the set {Wγ(n)|n ∈ Z2}.
This algebra shall be called discrete Weyl-Heisenberg algebra. Its representation
theory lies at the heart of this work.

1 Discrete Weyl-Heisenberg algebra

The discrete Weyl-Heisenberg algebra is at the root of the following analysis. It
comes also under the name of rotation algebra and of quantized torus. The dis-
crete Weyl-Heisenberg algebra is the basic element of the algebra of observables
of the discrete sine-Gordon model and in particular of the quantum pendulum.

In this first section we define again the discrete Weyl-Heisenberg algebra
but this time abstractly. We discuss some of its motivations and go through a
list of representations which will be used in the latter part of this article. In
particular, we will construct a faithful family of irreducible representations of
the Weyl-Heisenberg algebra.

1.1 Definition of the discrete Weyl-Heisenberg algebra Aγ

We have introduced above the discrete Weyl-Heisenberg algebra in terms of Weyl-
operators acting on ℓ2(Z2). As often in mathematics, it is usefull to abstractly
characterize the structure formed by the Weyl-operators. This is the C∗-algebra
based on the relation Wγ(1, 0)Wγ(0, 1) = e−iγWγ(0, 1)Wγ(1, 0).

Let γ ∈ S1 ∼= R/2πZ, q = eiγ , and A0
γ be the ∗-algebra over the field of

complex numbers generated by two elements u, v (and their image under the
∗-operation u∗, v∗) modulo the ideal generated by the relations

uu∗ − 1, u∗u− 1, vv∗ − 1, v∗v − 1, uv − q−1vu.

This means that any element x of A0
γ may be represented by a finite sum

x =
∑

cnu
n1vn2 , (n ∈ Z

2, cn ∈ C).

In fact, by the first four relations, the elements represented by u and v are
invertible, and their inverses are equal to u∗ and v∗, respectively. The last
relation allows one to order monomials in such a way that all u’s stand to the
left of v’s.

On A0
γ we define a norm as follows: Consider all representations of A0

γ by
bounded operators on some Hilbert space, that is all ∗-homomorphisms ρ : A0

γ →
B(H). Then, for x ∈ A0

γ , define

‖x‖ := sup{‖ρ(x)‖|ρ a representation of A0
γ} (1.1)

and Aγ to be the completion of A0
γ with respect to this norm. This is by definition

the discrete Weyl-Heisberg algebra. By construction Aγ is a C∗-algebra and
equation (??) defines its unique norm [?].

Aγ is also called the rotation algebra for reasons which will become clear
below. Furthermore, it may as well be understood as the twisted group algebra
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of Z2 with twisting element e−
iγ
2

σ where σ : Z2 ×Z2 → R is given by σ(n,m) =
n1m2 −m1n2. This means essentially that A0

γ has a basis given by

W (n) := ei γ
2

n1n2un1vn2 , (1.2)

n ∈ Z2, and the product of these basis elements is the twisted product

W (n)W (m) = e−
iγ
2

σ(n,m)W (n+m). (1.3)

Any representation of Aγ gives then rise to a projective representation of Z2.
We shall see below that the W (n) coincide in a representation on ℓ2(Z2) with
the Weyl-operators Wγ(n) introduced in the last section.

We shall have to consider the angle γ as parameter and consider the de-
pendence of certain properties of elements of Aγ on this parameter. This may
appear a priori a bit artifical, since some important algebraic properties of Aγ

are strongly dependent on the value of γ. But already the interpretation of γ
as a physically measurable quantity (the flux through a unit cell) indicates that
certain features should depend in a regular way on γ. The technical context
which is needed here is that of the family of all Aγ forming a continuous, dif-
ferentiable or even analytic field of C∗-algebras. But for our purposes it will be
sufficient to view the operators as elements which depend parametrically on γ,
the dependence showing up in the way how u and v commute.

Now we list two basic properties of the Weyl-Heisenberg algebra. The second
one will be a consequence of Theorem ?? below.

• If γ
2π

is irrational then Aγ is a simple C∗-algebra, in particular all its
non-trivial representations are faithful (injective).

• In contrast, if γ
2π

= M
N

and M , N coprime, Aγ has a large centre. It is
generated by uN and vN ; therefore it is isomorphic to C(T2). It follows
that all elements of the form uN − z or vN − z, z ∈ C being of modulus 1,
generate ideals of Aγ .

We shall have to consider a variety of representations of the discrete Weyl-
Heisenberg algebra which we usually denote by (ρ,H). But in order to avoid cum-
bersome notation we shall adopt the convention to write for the action of u ∈ Aγ

on a vector ψ of a representation space H simply u · ψ, the ∗-homomorphism ρ
between Aγ and B(H) being understood.

1.2 Discrete quantum mechanics: the Weyl-Schrödinger representa-
tion

In this subsection, we define a family of representations of the discrete Weyl-
Heisenberg algebra, which is of particular importance. It is the analoge of the
famous Schrödinger representation in the continuous case.

For any given angle θ there is a representation of Aγ on L2(S1), defined by

u · f(z) = eiθf(q−1z) (1.4)

v · f(z) = zf(z).
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These representations are discrete integrated forms of the Schrödinger represen-
tation on S1 of the Heisenberg commutation relation 2π[q, p] = −ih. In fact,
v acts in this representation as the exponentiated position operator and u as
translation by γ (for θ = 0). We shall therefore call these representations Weyl-
Schrödinger representations. These representations will be of particular use for
the polynomial (functional) Bethe ansatz (see Section ??).

The ∗-algebra generated by the representative of v is that of Laurent poly-
nomials in one complex variable, and hence its norm-closure may be identified
with the continuous functions on the circle C(S1). Under this identification,
conjugating a function f ∈ C(S1) by u results in the same as the automorphism
on C(S1) induced by the rotation of S1 about the angle γ. This is the origin of
the name rotation algebra.

Often the Fouriertransforms of the Weyl-Schrödinger representations are con-
sidered. Under Fouriertransform L2(S1) → ℓ2(Z): f 7→ ψ,

ψ(n) :=
1

2πi

∮

z−n−1f(z)dz

the action becomes

u · ψ(n) = eiθq−nψ(n) (1.5)

v · ψ(n) = ψ(n− 1).

The famous Almost Mathieu equation is the eigenvalue equation for the operator
u+ u∗ + k(v + v∗), k ∈ R, k > 0, in such a representation.

To end this subsection, let us summarize some of the properties of the discrete
Schrödinger representation (see also subsection 1.4).

• If γ
2π

is irrational, the Weyl-Schrödinger representations are irreducible. In
other words, the von Neumann closure of such a representation is B(H) (it
is a type I factor). For different θ ′s modulo 2π, the representations are
inequivalent.

• If γ
2π

is rational, the representations are reducible. Moreover, these repre-
sentations are not faithful.

• The family of all Weyl-Schrödinger representations, parametrized by the
angle θ, is faithful in the sense that only 0 ∈ Aγ acts in all representations
as the 0-operator.

1.3 Discrete magnetic translations

Consider the representation on ℓ2(Z2) given by

u · ψ(n) = eiA1(n)ψ(n1 − 1, n2) (1.6)

v · ψ(n) = eiA2(n)ψ(n1, n2 − 1)

where A : Z2 → R2 is a gauge potential with discrete rotation γ:

(A2(n) −A2(n1 − 1, n2)) − (A1(n) −A1(n1, n2 − 1)) = γ.
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The function A for given magnetic flux γ is unique up to a discrete gradient. For
different gauges the representations are unitarily equivalent. If we choose the
symmetric gauge A1(n) = −γ

2n2, A2(n) = γ
2n1 then the operators W (n) defined

in (??) act as

W (n) · ψ(k) = e−
iγ
2

σ(n,k)ψ(k − n) (1.7)

and hence coincide with the Weyl operators Wγ(n) defined in the introduction.
Thus they generate the algebra of observables for an electric particle moving in
Z2 to which a homogenuous magnetic field is perpendicularly applied. The angle
γ is proportional to the magnetic field or the flux per unit cell. For simplicity
we call γ

2π
the flux. Let us include a proof of the following well known fact:

Theorem 1 The representation of the discrete Weyl-Heisenberg algebra Aγ by
discrete magnetic translations is faithful.

Proof: The positive linear functional τ : A0
γ → C, τ(W (n)) = δ0(n), δk denoting

the function on Z2 which is 1 on k and 0 elsewhere, extends to a faithful normal-
ized trace on Aγ . Hence the GNS-representation with respect to τ is faithful.
The Hilbertspace of that representation is the completion of Aγ with respect to
the scalar product (x, y) := τ(x∗y). Hence we may take the W (n), n ∈ Z

2 as a
basis of that space and the identification of W (n) with the function δn defines a
unitary operator between the GNS-representation space and ℓ2(Z2). Taking into
account that the action in the GNS-representation is given by left multiplication
one straightforwardly checks that this unitary furnishes a unitary equivalence be-
tween the GNS-representation and representation (??). Thus faithfulness of the
above representation follows from faithfulness of the GNS-representation and the
fact that a change of gauge may be incorporated in another unitary equivalence.
q.e.d.

The above shows that the representations on ℓ2(Z2) may serve as a more
concrete definition of Aγ ; we have already made use of this in the introduction.
The representations are, however, reducible for all γ. In fact, for irrational γ

2π
,

their von Neumann closures are type II1 factors. Like in the continuous case, in
the symmetric gauge, the commutant of the representation is the von Neumann
closure of the corresponding representation of A−γ [?].

We have already mentionned the analogy between the magnetic flux γ and
Planck’s constant in quantum mechanics. This analogy leads to quantization of
arbitrary functions on the space Z2 which plays the role of configuration space in
the discrete Landau model and of phase space for discrete quantum mechanics.
Let f be an element of the Schwartz test function space over Z2. Its quantization
is naturally defined by

W (f) =
∑

n∈Z2

f(n) W (n). (1.8)

If γ were 0 (mod 2π) then theW (f) would all commute and therefore generate the
algebra of smooth functions over the torus (W (f) is then the Fouriertransform
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of f). For general values of γ the discrete Weyl-Heisenberg algebra is therefore
also named – in the spirit of Connes’ non commutative geometry – quantized
(or non-commutative) torus. The Fouriertransform f̂ of f is called the classical
symbol of the operator W (f).

1.4 Irreducible representations

To construct a faithful family of irreducible representations of the discrete Weyl-
Heisenberg algebra Aγ we decompose its faithful representation by magnetic
translations into irreducible constituents. This decomposition is well known but
we shall carry it out explicitly for the convenience of the reader. It leads to the
following theorem about, what we shall call, standard irreducible representations:

Theorem 2
i) For irrational flux, the Weyl-Schrödinger representation of the discrete

Weyl-Heisenberg algebra is irreducible. For rational flux this is not so.
ii) For rational flux, γ

2π
= M

N
, M and N coprime, the irreducible representa-

tions of the discrete Weyl-Heisenberg algebra are labelled by elements of the two
dimensional torus S × S. Every one is unitarily equivalent to the standard rep-
resentation defined below for some ~θ in S×S. The standard representations are
for u

u~θ
= e

iθ1

N

















q−1

. . .

q−l

. . .

1

















(1.9)

and for v

v~θ
= e

iθ2

N



















0 1 0 · · · 0
...

. . .
. . .

...
...

. . .
. . . 0

0
. . . 1

1 0 · · · 0



















. (1.10)

The labels ~θ will be called Bloch parameters.

Proof: We prove first part of the theorem using the well known fact, that the
rotation by an irrational angle on S1 is ergodic. Stated differently, any set
which is invariant under the rotation and has nonzero Lebesgues measure must
coincide with the whole S1 (up to a zero-measure set). Now suppose that the
Weyl-Schrödinger representation were reducible and let P be the projection onto
one of the proper invariant subspaces under the action of Aγ . It follows that P
commutes with the action of u. Since the von Neumann closure of the ∗-algebra
generated by u (and its inverse) in this representation is all of L∞(S1), and this
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algebra is maximal commutative, P must be an element of it. Hence P is a
characteristic function on a measurable set. Since P commutes as well with the
action of v this measurable set must be invariant under rotation with γ. Hence
for irrational γ

2π
, by ergodicity, P is either 0 or 1 which is a contradiction.

The second statement is a corrolary of Proposition ?? which will be proved
at the end of this subsection. So we defer the proof of this statement until then.
q.e.d.

In order to make the analysis simple we choose the Landau-gauge which is
given by A1(n) = −n2γ, A2(n) = 0. In that case

u · ψ(n) = q−n2ψ(n1 − 1, n2) (1.11)

v · ψ(n) = ψ(n1, n2 − 1).

This choice of a gauge suggests a particular way to decompose the representation
into Weyl-Schrödinger representations in Fourierspace. Consider the unitary
operator

F1 : ℓ2(Z2) →

∫ ⊕

S1

dθ

2π
Hθ.

Hθ is for each θ a copy of ℓ2(Z),1 and the component ψ̂θ of F1(ψ) in Hθ is given
by

ψ̂θ(n2) =
∑

n1∈Z

ein1θψ(n).

Hence F1 maps the Hilbert space ℓ2(Z2) into the Hilbert space of square inte-
grable sections in the trivial bundle S1× ℓ2(Z). In this representation the action
is

u · ψ̂θ(n2) = q−n2

∑

n1∈Z

ein1θψ(n1 − 1, n2) = eiθq−n2 ψ̂θ(n2)

and
v · ψ̂θ(n2) = ψ̂θ(n2 − 1).

Hence u and v preserve the fibres Hθ. Summarizing we have shown

Proposition 1 The representation (??) of Aγ on ℓ2(Z2) decomposes into a
direct integral of Weyl-Schrödinger representations parametrized by θ in S1.

We have argued before, that Weyl-Schrödinger representations for irrational
fluxes are irreducible due to ergodicity of the corresponding circle action. Thus

1 An element φ of
R

⊕

S1

dθ
2π

Hθ is a direct integral of elements of Hθ. Denoting the component
of φ in Hθ by φθ the scalar product is given by

< φ, φ >=

Z

S1

dθ

2π
< φθ , φθ >ℓ2(Z) .
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for irrational flux, the decomposition into irreducible representations is com-
pleted. Let us therefore now suppose that γ

2π
= M

N
, (M,N) = 1 (which means

that M and N coprime), and consider the unitary operator

F2 : Hθ →

∫ ⊕

S1

dϕ

2π
H(θ,ϕ).

For each ϕ, H(θ,ϕ) is a copy of CN .2 The component φ̂ϕ of F2(φ) in H(θ,ϕ) is
given by

φ̂ϕ(l) =
∑

n∈Z

einϕφ(nN + l), (1.12)

l ∈ {1, . . . , N}. Then, since qN = 1,

u · φ̂ϕ(l) = eiθq−lφ̂ϕ(l) (1.13)

and

v · φ̂ϕ(l) =

{

eiϕφ̂ϕ(N) if l = 1

φ̂ϕ(l − 1) if 2 ≤ l ≤ N
. (1.14)

Hence u and v preserve once again the fibres H(θ,ϕ).

Proposition 2 For γ
2π

= M
N
, (M,N) = 1, the representation (??) of Aγ on

ℓ2(Z2) decomposes into a direct integral of N -dimensional irreducible represen-
tations parametrized over S1×S1. Acting on H(θ,ϕ) u has matrix representation

uθ = eiθ

















q−1

. . .

q−l

. . .

1

















(1.15)

and v

vϕ =



















0 1 0 · · · 0
...

. . .
. . .

...
...

. . .
. . . 0

0
. . . 1

eiϕ 0 · · · 0



















. (1.16)

2 Denoting the component of φ ∈
R

⊕

S1

dϕ
2π

H(θ,ϕ) in H(θ,ϕ) by φϕ the scalar product is given
by

< φ, φ >=

Z

S1

dϕ

2π

N
X

l=1

φϕ(l)φϕ(l).
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Two such matrix representations, one for (θ, ϕ) and one for (θ′, ϕ′), are unitarily
equivalent if and only if θ − θ′ = nγ for some n ∈ Z, and ϕ = ϕ′, that is if
uN

θ = uN
θ′ and vN

ϕ = vN
ϕ′ .

Proof: The matrix representations may be directly read off from (??,??). Since
these two matrices generate the algebra of all complex valued N × N matrices
the representations are irreducible. If θ′ = θ−nγ then uθ′ = v−n

ϕ uθv
n
ϕ, and hence

uθ′ and uθ are unitarily equivalent. On the other hand, since uN
θ = eiNθid and

vN
ϕ = eiϕid the conditions θ′ = θ − nγ for n ∈ Z and φ′ = φ are also neccessary

to insure that the representation labelled by (θ, φ) and that labelled by (θ′, φ′)
are unitarily equivalent. q.e.d.

In the last proposition it looks like there was an asymmetry in the parameters
labelling the irreducible components. This is of course not the case. In fact,
it is easely seen that the irreducible representation in the proposition labelled
by (θ, ϕ) is unitarily equivalent to the standard irreducible representation with

parameters ~θ = (θ1 = Nθ, θ2 = ϕ) given by (??,??). Since the represention on
ℓ2(Z2) is faithful the above discussed matrix representations furnish a faithful
family of representations. That these representations are in fact all irreducible
representations up to unitary equivalence, as is claimed in Theorem ??, may
be seen as follows. The map ı : A 2πM

N
→ MatN (C(S1 × S1)), ı(u)(θ, ϕ) = uθ,

ı(v)(θ, ϕ) = vϕ, uθ and vϕ as in (??,??), extends to an injective ∗-homomorphism
of C∗-algebras. If ρ is an irreducible representation of A 2πM

N
, it induces an

irreducible representation of MatN(C(S1 × S1)) ∼= MatN (C)⊗C(S1 × S1). The
(non-trivial) irreducible representations of the latter algebra are those for which
the first factor in the tensor product, MatN(C), is represented irreducibly on
CN , and the second, C(S1 × S1), is an evaluation representation f 7→ f(θ, ϕ)
for fixed (θ, ϕ) ∈ S1 × S1. Since all irreducible representations of MatN (C) are
unitary equivalent, ρ is unitary equivalent to representation (??,??) with that
pair (θ, ϕ).

2 Computing Spectra for Rational Flux

We have seen that, for rational γ
2π

, Aγ has finite dimensional representations.
In a finite dimensional representation an operator is a matrix and its spectrum
is the set of roots of the characteristic polynomial of this matrix. These roots
may be computed numerically, or even analytically if the degree is not too high
or in the presence of additional symmetries.

If {(ρi,Hi)}i∈I is a faithful family of representations of Aγ , i.e. if
⋂

i∈I ker ρi =
{0}, then the spectrum σ(H) of an element H ∈ Aγ is given by

σ(H) =
⋃

i∈I

σ(ρi(H)).

Thus, for rational γ
2π

we may take the set of all standard representations to
obtain the spectrum σ(H). Denoting by H~θ

the Hamiltonian in the standard
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representation with Bloch paramaters ~θ, σ(H~θ
) is the set of roots of the char-

acteristic polynomials det(H~θ
− λ). σ(H) is in general an infinite set, but for

selfadjoint H , where it is a compact subset of R, it consists of at most N bands
(or partly points) and may therefore be computed numerically. However, since
the size of the matrix H~θ

depends rather irregularly on γ
2π

this method is in
principle useless to obtain σ(H) for irrational γ

2π
even at an approximate level.

Nevertheless, rather strong statements about continuity properties of σ(H) in γ
are known in cases. E.g., the band edges of σ(H) vary continuously in γ [?, ?].
For that reason, a picture which contains not only σ(H) for fixed (rational) γ

2π

but for a whole family of them (e.g. for all γ
2π

= M
N

with N ≤ N0) can give
an impression of what σ(H) for irrational γ

2π
could be. Such a picture is often

called a butterfly due to its aestethic appearence.

2.1 Chambers relation

The computation (as well as the analytical understanding) of σ(H) simplifies
enormously if H satifies a Chambers relation. The Chambers relation says some-
thing about the form of the dependence of the characteristic polynomial of H~θ

on ~θ. But it is not only a statement about H as an operator of Aγ with fixed γ
but a statement in which γ enters as a parameter.

Definition 1 An element H ∈ Aγ , viewed to depend on γ through the relations
in Aγ , satisfies a Chambers relation, if for all rational γ

2π
there is a function

hγ : S1 × S1 → C and a polynomial pγ such that

det(H~θ
− λ) = pγ(λ) + hγ(~θ). (2.1)

The function hγ is called off-set function.

Clearly, hγ is continuous in ~θ, since H~θ
is, but its dependence on γ is not required

to satisfy any regularity conditions; it is usually not continuous. Nevertheless, its
dependence on γ is often less irregular as one might expect having the irregular
dependence of pγ on γ in mind. In fact, it will turn out that the off-set functions
for the operators which are investigated here coincide up to a rescaling with the
classical symbol of the operator.

To determine the spectrum of a selfadjoint element H satisfying a Chambers
relation with off-set function h one only has to know of that function its maximum
and minimum hmax and hmin, because E ∈ σ(H) whenever hmin ≤ −p(E) ≤
hmax. Since the characteristic polynomials of H~θ

cannot have complex roots,
and we may choose p and h to be real, p can neither have a maximum nor a
minimum inside the range of h. Thus, if we define an h-band to be the closure of a
connected component of the preimage under p of the open interval (hmin, hmax),3

then σ(H) is the union of N h-bands which may pairwise intersect at most in
one point. At such an intersection point, we must have p(E) ∈ {hmin, hmax}

3 reserving the name band for the connected components of the spectrum which contain at
least an interval
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and p′(E) = 0. If that happens, we call it h-band touching. An h-band edge is
a value of E at which p(E) ∈ {hmin, hmax}.

If no h-band touching occurs then the family of eigenvalue equations H~θ
ψ~θ

=

E(~θ)ψ~θ
, ψ~θ

∈ H~θ
defines N continuous functions E : S1 × S1 → R. These are

called band functions. Their image coincides with the spectrum. Away from
Bloch-parameters ~θ ∈ S1 × S1 where h-band touching occurs these functions
may in fact always be defined. But if one tries to extend them over these points
topological effects may appear. If the set of Bloch-parameters where h-band
touching occurs is discrete there will be conical singularities in the manifold
which is defined by the graph of the E’s. This is for instance the case for the
Hofstadter Hamiltonian at E = 0 with rational flux having even denominator.

3 Models of Hofstadter Type and Quantum Integrals

Above we have explained the significance of the Weyl-operators for the Landau
model and the rôle of the Hofstadter Hamiltonian for its discretization. We now
first introduce the family of operators to be investigated in this article. They are
generalizations of the Hofstadter Hamiltonian involving translations to the next
nearest neighbour. We then establish that these operators are invariant under
certain automorphisms of the Weyl-Heisenberg algebra. Finally we show that
all operators considered satisfy a Chambers relation and compute their off-set
functions.

3.1 Hamiltonians of Hofstadter type

The (isotropic) Hofstadter Hamiltonian is, up to a constant, the discrete mag-
netic Laplacian. The representation of Aγ by discrete magnetic translations
being faithful we consider that Hamiltonian abstractly as an element of Aγ , the
Hofstadter Hamiltonian then becoming H = W (1, 0) + W (0, 1) + W (−1, 0) +
W (0,−1). The family of selfadjoint elements which we consider in this article is
given by

H(a, b, c, d) = aW (1, 0) + bW (0, 1) + cW (1, 1) + dW (1,−1) + h.c.

depending on complex parameters a, b, c, d which may depend on the flux. The
expressionX+h.c. in a star algebra shall meanX+X∗. For simplicity we restrict
our attention to the case c 6= 0, d 6= 0 which seems to exclude the Hofstadter
Hamiltonian. But in fact, H(0, 0, 1, d), d > 0, which belongs to A2γ ⊂ Aγ is
algebraically equivalent to the anisotropic Hofstadter Hamiltonian with doubled
flux. If we rescale H(a, b, c, d) by a real nonzero factor then its spectrum will
be rescaled by the same factor. If we multiply u and v by complex numbers
z1, z2 of modulus 1 then the spectrum doesn’t change at all. Restricting to
the case c 6= 0, d 6= 0 we therefore may take the freedom to fix the following
”normalization”: We set

c = k
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where k is a strictly positive real number, and

d = c−1,

denoting the Hamiltonian then more briefly by H(a, b, k). For clarity we repeat
its expression in terms of u and v

H(a, b, k) = au+ bv + kq
1

2uv + k−1q−
1

2 uv−1 + h.c. (3.1)

3.2 Automorphisms of Aγ and quantum integrals

Given an automorphism α of Aγ we call a selfadjoint operator H which is in-
variant under α, i.e. for which α(H) = H , simply a quantum integral (for α).
This notion is based on the interpretation of α as time 1 evolution of a discrete
dynamical system. H is then an integral of motion and we abreviate this as
quantum integral since the dynamics is not defined on a space or a commutative
C∗-algebra but rather on a non commutative C∗-algebra.

Examples of automorphisms of Aγ are those which are given by conjugation
with unitary elements U ∈ Aγ , x 7→ UxU∗. They are called inner. Of another
class of automorphisms we have already made use above: given two complex
numbers z1, z2 of modulus 1, u 7→ z1u, v 7→ z2v extends to an automorphisms
of Aγ . Furthermore, there is a group homomorphism between SL(2,Z) and the
group of automorphisms of Aγ given by

M 7→ αM , αM (W (n)) = W (Mn). (3.2)

The case F = αM with

M =

(

0 −1
1 0

)

is of particular importance for us. Raised to the fourth power it is the identity.
For rational γ

2π
, F has the interpretation of the discrete Fouriertransform [?].

Another family, labelled by continuous functions f : S1 → S1, is of importance
for us. Recall that, by spectral calculus, a continuous function f : S1 → S1

defines a function from the group of unitaries of Aγ into itself.

Lemma 1 Let f : S1 → S1 be a continuous function. Then

αf : Aγ → Aγ (3.3)

u 7→ u

v 7→ vf(u)

is an automorphism.

Proof: Having defined αf on the generators of Aγ we have to check, first, whether
αf preserves the relation uv − q−1vu = 0, and second, whether it is invertible.
As for the first, αf (uv − q−1vu) = (uv − q−1vu)f(u) = 0. For the second, one
immediately checks that u 7→ u, v 7→ vf(u)∗ is the inverse of αf . q.e.d.
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Theorem 3 H(a, a, k) is a quantum integral for α̌fa
:= F ◦ αfa

with

fa(z) =
ā+ kq

1

2 z−1 + k−1q−
1

2 z

a+ k−1q
1

2 z−1 + kq−
1

2 z
. (3.4)

H(a, b, k) is a quantum integral for α̌fa
◦ α̌fb

.

Proof: Let us compute α̌f (H(a, a, k)) for arbitrary continuous f : S1 → S1.
Then

α̌f (H(a, a, k)) = av + au−1f(v) + kq
1

2 vu−1f(v) + k−1q−
1

2 vf∗(v)u + h.c.

= av +
(

ā+ kq
1

2 v∗ + k−1q−
1

2 v
)

f∗(v)u + h.c.

Comparing with (??) we see that α̌f (H(a, a, k)) = H(a, a, k) if

(

ā+ kq
1

2 v∗ + k−1q−
1

2 v
)

f∗(v) = a+ kq−
1

2 v + +k−1q
1

2 v−1;

hence if f is as in (??). Note that fa is the quotient of two complex conjugate
numbers. If the denominator has a zero the nominator has one too and we may
obtain the value of f at that zero by continuity. This proves the first statement.
The second statement follows from

α̌fb
(H(a, b, k)) = α̌fb

(H(b, b, k)) + (a− b)α̌fb
(u+ u∗)

= H(b, b, k) + (a− b)(v + v∗)

= H(b, a, k).

q.e.d.

Note that the automorphism as constructed in Sect. 5 will be the inverse of
the above automorphism, i.e. α̌−1

fa
= αf−1

a
◦ F3. Moreover in Sect. ?? we will

consider the case a, b ∈ R which implies that F2(H(a, b, k)) = H(a, b, k), hence
there H(a, a, k) is also a quantum integral for αf−1

a
◦ F .

It is not clear how one can make use of the invariance of H(a, b, k) under such
automorphisms in general. However, in case the dynamical system provided by
the automorphism is integrable (in a sense specified in Sect. ??) one can use the
algebraic Bethe ansatz to calculate at least some eigenvalues and -functions of
H(a, b, k).

Remark: It is not clear to us what the rôle of the above automorphism in
solid state physics is. It is certainly not the case that H(a, b, k) generates the
automorphism in the sense that α̌fa

◦ α̌fb
(x) = U(H)xU(H)∗ where U(H) is a

unitary which is a continuous function of H , as e.g. U(H) = exp itH(a, b, k) for
some t ∈ R. In fact, this would mean that α̌fa

◦ α̌fb
is inner which in the case of

irrational flux is ruled out by a topological obstruction. We cannot explain this
obstruction here, but see [?].
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3.3 Chambers relation for H(a, b, k)

Computing the off-set function for H(a, b, k) we follow so closely [?], where the
case a = b ∈ R is treated, that we do not repeat the explicit computation here.
Since H(a, b, k) contains each generator of Aγ at most with absolute power 1
and since the characteristic polynomial det(H~θ

(a, b, k) − λ) is invariant under

the transformation θi 7→ θi + niγ, ni ∈ Z, one finds that, for γ
2π

= M
N

,

det(H~θ
(a, b, k) − λ) = p(a, b, k;λ) + h(a, b, k; ~θ)

where p(a, b, k; 0) = 0 and, setting ξj = eiθj ,

h(a, b, k; ~θ) = h1(a, b, k)ξ
N
1 + h2(a, b, k)ξ

N
2

+ h3(a, b, k)ξ
N
1 ξ

N
2 + h4(a, b, k)ξ

N
1 ξ

−N
2 + c.c.

(c.c. standing for complex conjugate). The coefficients are determined by con-
sidering various limits ξ1 → ∞ or ξ2 → ∞ in that equation. The result is

h1(a, b, k) = −2TN(−
a

2
)

h2(a, b, k) = −2TN(−
b

2
)

h3(a, b, k) = (−1)MkN

h4(a, b, k) = (−1)Mk−N ,

where TN is up to constants the Nth Chebychev polynomial of the second kind,

TN(
z + z−1

2
) =

zN + z−N

2
,

for complex z 6= 0. Recall that the classical symbol of the Weyl-operator W (f)
associated to a test function f : Z

2 → C is the Fouriertransform of f . Hence
the classical symbol of H(a, b, k) is hclass.(a, b, k; z1, z2) = az1 + bz2 + kq

1

2 z1z2 +

k−1q−
1

2 z1z
−1
2 +c.c.. Thus we see that the off-set function h(a, b, k; θ) of H(a, b, k)

is obtained by inserting zj = eiNθj in the classical symbol after having replaced
the coefficients a, b, and k by −2TN(−a

2 ), −2TN(− b
2 ), and (−1)MkN , respec-

tively.
We end this section by formulating the off-set function and its gradient in

variables ra, θa and rb, θb where

a = rae
iθa + r−1

a e−iθa

with ra ≥ 1 and alike for b. Apart from the case a = 0, in which ra = 1 and
θa = 0 or π, this determines ra and θa uniquely.

h(a, b, k; θ) = 2(−1)N−1
(

rN
a cosN(θ1 + θa) + r−N

a cosN(θ1 − θa)
)

(3.5)

+ 2(−1)N−1
(

rN
b cosN(θ2 + θb) + r−N

b cosN(θ2 − θb)
)

+ 2(−1)M
(

kN cosN(θ1 + θ2) + k−N cosN(θ1 − θ2)
)

,
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∂θ1
h(a, b, k; ~θ) = 2(−1)NN

(

rN
a sinN(θ1 + θa) + r−N

a sinN(θ1 − θa)
)

(3.6)

+ 2(−1)M−1N
(

kN sinN(θ1 + θ2) + k−N sinN(θ1 − θ2)
)

,

∂θ2
h(a, b, k; ~θ) = 2(−1)NN

(

rN
b sinN(θ2 + θb) + r−N

a sinN(θ2 − θb)
)

(3.7)

+ 2(−1)M−1N
(

kN sinN(θ1 + θ2) − k−N sinN(θ1 − θ2)
)

.

4 Polynomial Solutions to the Eigenvalue Equation

Wiegmann and Zabrodin proposed to study the spectrum of the Hofstadter
Hamiltonian by a method they called functional (or polynomial) Bethe ansatz
[?] refering to an article of Sklyanin [?]. Their approach is based upon the ob-
servation that, for rational flux, the Hofstadter Hamiltonian may be expressed

through the generators of the quantum group Uq(sl2), q = e
iγ
2 , represented ir-

reducibly on a subspace of L2(S1). Strictly speaking, it is a representation of
the Weyl-Heisenberg algebra on L2(S1) in which the Hofstadter Hamiltonian is
thus expressed. Therefore, the above identification of the Hamiltonian with an
element of Uq(sl2) in an irreducible representation of the quantum group has the
same effect than restricting the Hamiltonian to an irreducible component of the
representation of the Weyl-Heisenberg algebra. The Bethe ansatz equations then
furnish, if solved, eigenfunctions to eigenvalues corresponding to points in the
inner part of the bands. It is not clear to us what precisely the rôle of the quan-
tum group in this approach is, since we obtain below the Bethe ansatz equations
and energies by a simple ansatz for polynomial eigenfunctions in L2(S1) without
making use of the quantum group structure. The question after the existence of
polynomial eigenfunctions for difference operators was also addressed in [?], the
authors making use of Uq(sl2) aiming at a classification of difference equations
which preserve a space of polynomial functions.

Let Pm1,m2
, m1 ≤ m2 ∈ Z, be the subspace of L2(S1) which is generated by

the monomials {zm|m1 ≤ m ≤ m2}. A Laurent-polynomial function of L2(S1)
is a function which is contained in some Pm1,m2

. Note that in the Fourierspace
ℓ2(Z) of L2(S1) these correspond to functions with finite support. The poly-
nomial Bethe ansatz is an ansatz for Laurent-polynomial eigenfunctions of an
operator H in a representation on L2(S1). The representations on L2(S1) con-
sidered here are Weyl-Schrödinger representations, cf. (??). The next theorem
establishes necessary and sufficient criterions for the existence of polynomial so-
lutions for our family of operators and in the forthcoming subsections we discuss,
for rational flux, where in the bands their corresponding eigenvalues lie.

In the Weyl-Schrödinger representation (??) with angle θ, H(a, b, k) acts on
a function f ∈ L2(S1) as

H(a, b, k) · f(z) = eiθ(a+ kq−
1

2 z + k−1q
1

2 z−1)f(q−1z) (4.1)

+ (bz + b̄z−1)f(z) + e−iθ(ā+ kq−
1

2 z−1 + k−1q
1

2 z)f(qz).
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Theorem 4 The operator H(a, b, k) acting in representation (??) on L2(S1)
with angle θ preserves Pn := P0,n−1, n ∈ N, if and only if

(qn − 1)(k2e2iθ − qn−1) = 0 (4.2)

and

b = −keiθq
1

2 − k−1e−iθq−
1

2 . (4.3)

(The latter equation is equivalent to rb = k and θ = θb −
γ
2 + π.) If H(a, b, k)

doesn’t preserve Pn′ with n′ < n then all its eigenfunctions in Pn are given by

f(z) =

n−1
∏

j=1

(z − zj),

where the zj satisfy the Bethe ansatz-equations

e2iθ
a+ kq−

1

2 zj + k−1q
1

2 z−1
j

ā+ kq−
1

2 z−1
j + k−1q

1

2 zj

= −
n−1
∏

i=1

qzj − zi

q−1zj − zi

. (4.4)

The corresponding eigenvalues are given by

E(z1, . . . , zn−1) = eiθq1−na+ e−iθqn−1ā (4.5)

− (b+ eiθkq
3

2
−n + e−iθk−1qn− 3

2 )

n−1
∑

j=1

zj.

Proof: Inserting the function f(z) = zm in (??) one obtains

H(a, b, k) · f(z) = (aeiθq−m + āe−iθqm)zm

+ (b + keiθq−m− 1

2 + k−1e−iθqm+ 1

2 )zm+1

+ (b̄ + ke−iθqm− 1

2 + k−1eiθq−m+ 1

2 )zm−1.

Thus the condition for the existence of polynomial eigenfunctions is equivalent
to the condition that H(a, b, k) preserves a subspace Pm1,m2

, namely it is

b+ keiθq−m2−
1

2 + k−1e−iθqm2+
1

2 = 0 (4.6)

b̄+ ke−iθqm1−
1

2 + k−1eiθq−m1+
1

2 = 0. (4.7)

Setting m1 = 0 and n = m2 + 1 (??,??) are equivalent to (??,??). Thus if
(??,??) hold true then H(a, b, k) preserves Pn and we can make the ansatz

f(z) =
∏n−1

j=1 (z − zj) and substitute it in the eigenvalue equation (??). In fact,
if H(a, b, k) doesn’t preserve Pn′ with n′ < n then all its eigenfunctions of Pn

have to be polynomials of degree n− 1. Dividing the resulting equation by f(z)
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one obtains

E = (bz + b̄z−1) + eiθ(a+ kq−
1

2 z + k−1q
1

2 z−1)

n−1
∏

j=1

q−1z − zj

z − zj

(4.8)

+ e−iθ(ā+ kq−
1

2 z−1 + k−1q
1

2 z)

n−1
∏

j=1

qz − zj

z − zj

.

This equation can only hold true, if the r.h.s. is constant in z. This implies that
the poles which seem to be apparent at z = 0,∞, z1, . . . , zn−1 have to cancel
out. Cancellation of the poles at z = 0 and z = ∞ follows from (??,??). The
pole at z = zj cancels out only if, for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n− 1

e2iθ
a+ kq−

1

2 zj + k−1q
1

2 z−1
j

ā+ kq−
1

2 z−1
j + k−1q

1

2 zj

= −

n−1
∏

i=1

qzj − zi

q−1zj − zi

. (4.9)

These are n − 1 equations determining the possible values of zj and thus the
eigenfunction. Their corresponding eigenvalues are obtained by comparison of
the zero order term, or, what amounts to the same, upon remultiplying equation
(??) by

∏n−1
j=1 (z − zj) and comparing the term of order zn−1. This yields (??).

q.e.d.

We call the eigenvalue (??) and the corresponding eigenvector of H(a, b, k)
simply Bethe-ansatz eigenvalue and Bethe-ansatz eigenvector, respectively. We
have established a neccessary and sufficient condition for H to have eigenfunc-
tions in Pm1,m2

for m1 = 0. The extension of this result to arbitrary m1 is a
simple modification. In fact, if H acting in the Weyl-Schrödinger representa-
tion with angle θ preserves Pm2−m1+1 then it preserves Pm1,m2

in the Weyl-
Schrödinger representation with angle θ +m1γ. Since changing θ into θ +mγ,
m ∈ Z, changes the representation into a unitary equivalent one, essential prop-
erties like the Bethe ansatz-eigenvalues remain unchanged. Moreover, if H does
preserve as well Pm1,m′

2
with m1 < m′

2 < m2 then the eigenvectors obtained form

the Bethe ansatz-equations are of the form f(z) = zm′

2

∏m2−m′

2

j=1 . In particular
they all lie in Pm′

2
,m2

.
There are two possibilities to meet the first part (??) of the requirements of

the theorem leading to two qualitatively different situations. Either one special-
izes the flux to values for which the first factor of (??) vanishes or, in case k = 1,
relates the angle θ to the flux in such a way that the second factor vanishes.
The two corollaries below treat these two cases. The second case distinguishes
from the first in two remarkable ways. First, the eigenvalues obtained (may be
chosen to) depend analytically on the flux – so that in particular they hold as
well for irrational flux –, and second, the behaviour of the off-set function at
the Bloch-parameters for which Bethe ansatz-eigenvalues exist is different. In
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the most interesting case of the Quantum pendulum, which is discussed in Sec-
tion ??, the off-set function is at these special values extremal. Hence, the set
of Bloch-parameters in question is critical. Even more, this set is a circle.

4.0.1 Positioning of Bethe ansatz-eigenvalues in bands

For rational flux our operators have a band spectrum. Having established poly-
nomial solutions for certain parameters of our family of operators it is therefore
natural to ask, for rational flux, where in the bands they lie. To solve this ques-
tion one has to, first, determine Bloch-parameters for which the Bethe ansatz-
eigenvalue exists, second, evaluate the off-set function at these Bloch-parameters
and compare its value with hmin and hmax. But, third, one would have to take
the preimage of these three values under pγ to obtain the position of the Bethe
ansatz-eigenvalue in the h-band. We shall carry out the first two steps, however,
we do not have good enough controle over pγ to carry out the third step. With-
out that last step, one does not know precisely where and in which band the
Bethe ansatz-eigenvalue lies but one still has a topological picture of its relative
position inside the band it belongs to.

A qualitative characterisation of the set of Bloch-parameters at which poly-
nomial eigenfunctions may exist is given by the next lemma.

Lemma 2 Let H ∈ Aγ be an element which satisfies a Chambers relation with
off set function h. Then, for rational γ

2π
, a neccessary condition for H to have

an eigenfunction in representation (??) on L2(S1) with angle θ is that h(θ, θ2)
is independent of θ2. In particular, if the eigenvalue lies at an h-band edge then
h(θ, θ2) belongs to an absolute maximum or minimum which is taken on a set
containing a whole circle.

Proof: Let γ
2π

= M
N

and assume that f ∈ L2(S1) satisfies H · f = Ef for some
E, H acting in the Weyl-Schrödinger representation with angle θ. Since γ

2π
is

rational, this representation is reducible and we can decompose it as described in
Section 1. For that let φ ∈ ℓ2(Z) be the Fouriertransform of f . Then H ·φ = Eφ,
H acting in representation (??) with angle θ. Recall from Section 1 that the

component φ̂ϕ of F2(φ) in the fibre H(θ,ϕ) satisfies (??) and hence φ̂ϕ(l) =
∑

n∈Z
einϕv−nN · φ(l). Since vN lies in the centre of Aγ ,

H
∑

n∈Z

einϕv−nN · φ(l) = E
∑

n∈Z

einϕv−nN · φ(l) = Eφ̂ϕ(l)

independently of ϕ. Therefore, φ̂ϕ is an eigenvector to eigenvalue E of the op-
erator which represents H in the irreducible representation space H(θ,ϕ). Con-
sequently, E is a zero of det(Hθ,θ2

− λ), Nθ2 = ϕ, for all ϕ and hence h(θ, θ2)
must be constant in θ2. The last statement is clear. q.e.d.

The lemma shows, first, that polynomial solutions in Weyl-Schrödinger rep-
resentations cannot occur everywhere in bands but are related to the form of
the off-set function. It also shows that we do not have to decompose the Weyl-
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Schrödinger representation into irreducible ones in order to obtain the Bloch-
parameters at which Bethe ansatz-eigenvalues exist. In fact, one of the Bloch-
parameters is always the θ which enters in Theorem ?? and since h(θ, θ2) is
independent of θ2 the other Bloch-parameter is not constraint, i.e. the set of
Bloch-parameters at which a Bethe ansatz-eigenvalue exists is {(θ, θ2)|θ2 ∈ S1}.

4.1 Polynomial solutions for rational flux

Corollary 1 If γ
2π

= M
N

and k = rb, then H(a, b, k) acting in representation
(??) on L2(S1) with angle θ = π+θb−

γ
2 preserves PN . The eigenvalues obtained

from a solution {zj}j=1,...,N−1 of the Bethe ansatz-equations, now becoming

e2iθb
a+ kq−

1

2 zj + k−1q
1

2 z−1
j

ā+ kq−
1

2 z−1
j + k−1q

1

2 zj

= −

N−1
∏

i=1

qzj − zi

zj − qzi

, (4.10)

are then given by

E(z1, . . . , zN−1) = −ei(θb+
γ
2
)a− e−i(θb+

γ
2
)ā (4.11)

+2i(ei(θb+
γ
2
)rb − e−i(θb+

γ
2
)r−1

b ) sin
γ

2

N−1
∑

j=1

zj.

These values of the energy belong to the inner part of the bands.

Proof: Apart from the statements about the positioning of the Bethe ansatz
eigenvalues the corrollary follows directly form the above theorem if one takes
its hypothesis into account, in particular that qN = 1. To show that the
Bethe ansatz-eigenvalues are never h-band edges suppose that they were. Then
h(a, b, rb;π+θb−

γ
2 , θ2) would be an extremum for all θ2, according to Lemma ??.

But by (??), we see that ∂θ1
h evaluated at (π + θb −

γ
2 , θ2) does not vanish for

all values of θ2. This is a contradiction. q.e.d.

For later use we state

h(a, b, rb;π + θb −
γ

2
, θ2) = 2(−1)M−1

(

rN
a cosN(θb + θa) + r−N

a cosN(θb − θa)
)

(4.12)
which, as it should be, is independent of θ2.

The formula for the eigenvalues requires a solution of the Bethe ansatz-
equations. This is a rather difficult task. On the other hand, it is a direct
consequence of the corollary that these eigenvalues are among those4 of the
N ×N -matrix Ȟ(a, b) having coefficients

Ȟlm(a, b) = (zl, H(a, b, rb) · z
m), 0 ≤ l,m ≤ N − 1, (4.13)

4All eigenvalues of Ȟ(a, b) are given by (??) in case H(a, b, 1) does not preserve a Pn′ with
n′ < n.
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H(a, b, rb) acting in the representation with angle θ = π + θb − γ
2 . In fact,

this matrix coincides with the matrix H~θ
(a, b, rb) obtained in the irreducible

representation (??,??) of Aγ with Blochparameters θ1 = π+θb−
γ
2 and arbitrary

θ2. Its diagonalization its much easier than solving the Bethe ansatz-equations.
Hence, from the computational point of view the functional Bethe ansatz is a step
backwards. But the hope is that the Bethe ansatz-equations simplify enormously
if one considers the limit N → ∞. This could then be used for investigating
the eigenvalue equation for irrational values of the flux, the irrational being
approximated by rationals with increasing denominators.

4.2 Polynomial solutions depending analytically on the flux

Corollary 2 If k = 1 then the operator H(a, b, k) acting in representation (??)
on L2(S1) with angle θ = π + n−1

2 γ preserves Pn, n ∈ N, provided

b = 2 cos
nγ

2
. (4.14)

The eigenvalues obtained from a solution {zj}j=1,...,N−1 of the Bethe ansatz-
equations, now becoming

a+ kq−
1

2 zj + k−1q
1

2 z−1
j

ā+ kq−
1

2 z−1
j + k−1q

1

2 zj

= −
n−1
∏

i=1

qzj − zi

zj − qzi

, (4.15)

are then given by

E(z1, . . . , zn−1) = −q
1−n

2 a− q
n−1

2 ā− 4 sin
γ

2
sin

n− 1

2
γ

n−1
∑

j=1

zj . (4.16)

All eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the operator which lie in Pn may be chosen
to depend analytically on q

1

2 for q
1

2 belonging to the punctured S1. Furthermore,
for rational γ

2π
, not only the off-set function itself but also its gradient is constant

along the circle of Bloch-parameters at which these Bethe ansatz-eigenvalues ex-
ist. If moreover a is real, this circle is a critical set of the off-set function.

Proof: The first statements follow directly from the above theorem if one specifies
the values for b, k and θ as stated. The eigenvalues of H(a, 2 cos nγ

2 , 1) obtained
by the Bethe ansatz-ansatz as above, i.e. by (??), are among the eigenvalues of
the n× n matrix

H̃lm(a, n) = (zl, H(a, 2 cos
nγ

2
, 1) · zm), 0 ≤ l,m ≤ n− 1, (4.17)

H(a, 2 cos nγ
2 , 1) acting in the representation with angle θ = π + n−1

2 γ, and
the eigenvectors determined by (??) are related to the eigenvectors for that

matrix in the obvious way. But the matrix H̃(a, n) depends analytically on q
1

2 .

The existence of eigenvectors and eigenvalues depending analytically on q
1

2 on
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a simply connected domain follows therefore from the analysis of [?]. To proof
the remaining statement we compute the derivative of the off-set function at the
circle {(π + n−1

2 γ, θ2)|θ2 ∈ S1}. With rb = 1 and θb = n
2 γ we obtain from (??)

∂θ1
h(a, 2 cos

n

2
γ, 1;π +

n− 1

2
γ, θ2) = 2N(−1)M(n−1)

(

rN
a − r−N

a

)

sinNθa.

(4.18)
Since this is independent of θ2 and since the other partial derivative vanishes
by Lemma ??, the gradient is constant along the above circle. The gradient
vanishes if ra = 1 or θa = 0, π, or equivalently, if a is real. q.e.d.

Also here let us state the value of the off-set function

h(a, 2 cos
n

2
γ, 1;π +

n− 1

2
γ, θ2) = 2(−1)M(n−1)−1

(

rN
a + r−N

a

)

cosNθa. (4.19)

As in the previous case, the Bethe ansatz-equations are more difficult to solve
than the eigenvalue equation of H̃(a, n).

Note that θ = n−1
2 γ is for k = 1 also a solution of (??), but we may always

absorbe the phase −1 simultanuously in u and v without changing the spectrum
so that we may restrict our attention to the above case.

4.3 Application to the Hofstadter Hamiltonian and QP-integrals

4.3.1 Hofstadter Hamiltonian

As already mentioned, for a = b = 0, H(a, b, k) corresponds to the anisotropic
Hofstadter model with flux 2γ. To make this more clear recall that the anisotropic
Hofstadter Hamiltonian with flux γ̌ is given by HHof (k, γ̌) := ǔ + k−1v̌ + h.c.,
ǔ and v̌ generating Aγ̌ , i.e. ǔv̌ = e−iγ̌ v̌ǔ. Then, upon writing ǔ = e−i γ

2 uv and
v̌ = e−i γ

2 uv∗ where u, v generate Aγ , γ = γ̌
2 , we have

HHof (k2, 2γ) = k−1H(0, 0, k).

For a = b = 0 we can take ra = rb = 1 and θa = θb = ±π
2 . In particular,

Corollary ?? can be applied to the isotropic Hofstadter Hamiltonian, for which
k = 1. Corollary ?? is not applicable since it requires b 6= 0. As a result,
H(0, 0, 1) preserves PN , for γ

2π
= M

N
, (M,N) = 1, but no PN ′ with N ′ < N .

Hence, according to Corollary ?? it has eigenfunctions of the form
∏N−1

j=1 (z−zj)
where the zj satisfy

q−
1

2 zj + q
1

2 z−1
j

q−
1

2 z−1
j + q

1

2 zj

=

N−1
∏

i=1

qzj − zi

zj − qzi

. (4.20)

The corresponding eigenvalues are given by

E(z1, . . . , zn−1) = ±2 sinγ

n−1
∑

j=1

zj. (4.21)
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(The sign depends on the choice for θb.) If N is odd then (??) specializes
to h(0, 0, 1, π−γ

2 , θ2) = 0. Since, for the case at hand, hmin = −hmax this is
sometimes interpreted as being the middle of the band. We call the corresponding
eigenvalues therefore also ”middle points”, although, strictly speaking, they lie
in the middle of the band only in the case of odd N and energy value E = 0.

For odd N equations (??,??) where obtained in [?]. It is worth mentioning
that Bethe ansatz-eigenfunctions can be obtained for E = 0 and arbitrary odd N
[?]. Zabrodin has generalized the approach of [?] to the anisotropic Hofstadter
Hamiltonian by considering an auxiliary Hamiltonian which turns out to have
the same spectrum in the appropriate representations [?]. Faddeev and Kashaev
present a rather involved different approach to the problem of solving the spectra
of models of Hofstader-type [?]. They obtain a class of Bethe ansatz-equations
which includes those of [?] as well as Bethe ansatz-equations for the isotropic
Hofstadter with even N .

One might think that it could be more successful to consider directly the oper-
ator H(1, 1, 0, 0) which is also the isotropic Hofstadter but with flux γ and which
we have ruled out so far by our normalization. But then the off-set function,
which is h(~θ) = 2(−1)N−1(cosNθ1 + cosNθ2) does not satisfy the neccessary
conditions formulated in Lemma ??. But since

h−1(0) = {(θ1, θ2)|θ1 ± θ2 = π}

a linear transformation performed on the Bloch-parameters allows us to obtain
the form neccessary for the lemma, if uv or uv−1 play the rôle of the operator of
multiplication by z. To make that point more precise, let us denote the Weyl-
Schrödinger representation by (ρθ, L

2(S1)) and consider the automorphism η of
Aγ given by η(u) = v−1u, η(v) = v. Lemma ?? can be easily adapted to a
situation where one considers polynomial solutions in the representation (ρθ ◦
η, L2(S1)). In fact, one just has to replace h by h◦η̂ where η̂ is the transformation
on the Bloch-parameters induced by η. And indeed, ρθ◦η(H(a, b, 0, 0)) preserves
PN , for γ

2π
= M

N
if a = b and θ = π

2N
. The resulting Bethe ansatz-equations

and energies are straightforwardly obtained, they may also be found in [?], the
energies are also ”middle points”. In this representation too, analytic Bethe
ansatz-solutions cannot be found.

4.3.2 Quantum pendulum-integral at k = 1

The operator H(b, b, k) will be called quantum pendulum-integral, or short QP-
integral, as it is derived from an integral of motion of the (discrete) quantum
pendulum; this will be explained in Section 5. Let us concentrate here on the
family

HQP (n, k) := H(2 cos
n

2
γ, 2 cos

n

2
γ, k)

and specialize the results of Corollary 2 to the case k = 1, n ∈ N. That case is
special in that the critical circle of the off-set function which corresponds to a
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Bethe ansatz-solution is in fact an absolute extremum. In fact, by (??),

h(2 cos
n

2
γ, 2 cos

n

2
γ, 1;π +

n− 1

2
, θ2) = 4(−1)M−1

which is forM even (odd) the absolute minimum (maximum). The Bethe ansatz-
eigenvalues are thus at h-band edges, but lateron we shall observe (but not prove)
that they describe h-band touching for all but finite rational values of the flux.

The Bethe ansatz-equations for the zm are given by

q
n
2 + q−

n
2 + q

1

2 z−1
j + q−

1

2 zj

q
n
2 + q−

n
2 + q−

1

2 z−1
j + q

1

2 zj

= −

n−1
∏

i=1

qzj − zi

zj − qzi

. (4.22)

The energies become

E(z1, . . . , zn−1) = −4 cos
n

2
γ cos

n− 1

2
γ − 4 sin

γ

2
sin

n− 1

2
γ

n−1
∑

j=1

zj. (4.23)

The first solutions are easy to obtain. But already for n = 3 we have to employ
the matrix representation (??) to obtain the eigenvalues. In that case they are
given by

E1 = −4 cos
3

2
γ cos γ

E2± = −2(cos γ + 1) cos
3

2
γ ± 2

√

(cos γ − 1)2 cos2
3

2
γ + 8 sin2 γ

2
sin2 γ.

They are depicted in Figure ??.

4.4 Relating the Hofstadter Hamiltonian to the QP-integral

The ”middle points” in the spectrum of the isotropic Hofstadter Hamiltonian
have been obtained upon application of Corollary ??. Corollary ?? furnished us
with energy values, in particular of the QP-integrals at k = 1, which depend ana-
lytically on the flux. We will now show that these two cases are interrelated, and
explain how the Bethe ansatz-solution for the QP-integrals contain the ”middle
points” in the spectrum of the Hofstadter. In fact, there are two ways to relate
the Hofstadter Hamiltonian with QP-integrals, and we will discuss both of them.

But before we do so, note, that to H(a, 2 cos nγ
2 , 1), and hence to the QP-

integral HQP (n, 1), both, Corollary ?? and ?? apply at θ = π+ n−1
2 γ for rational

flux. Thus if γ
2π

= M
N

, where (M,N) = 1 and N > n, then H(a, 2 cos nγ
2 , 1) pre-

serves Pn and Pn,N−1 in the Schrödinger representation with the above angle.
In that case, the Bethe ansatz-ansatz equations (??) determine eigenvectors and
-values belonging to Pn,N−1 and equations (??) eigenvectors and -values belong-
ing to Pn. Since the eigenvectors belonging to Pn,N−1 are divisible by zn, all
solutions of (??) are of a form where z1, . . . , zn = 0 (up to a permutation of the
indices).
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Case 1. Let us consider first the QP-integral HQP (n, k), i.e. a = b = 2 cos nγ
2 ,

at rational flux γ
2π

= M
2n

(M odd and coprime to n). Then a = b = 0 so that
for this value of the flux k−1HQP (n, k) coincides with the anisotropic Hofstadter
Hamiltonian at flux 2γ = 2πM

n
. This has an immediate consequence for the

special case of k = 1.

Theorem 5 For γ
2π

= M
2n

with (M, 2n) = 0, the Bethe ansatz-eigenvalues of
HQP (n, 1) acting in the Schrödinger representation with θ = π+ n−1

2 γ are points
where h-bands touch and coincide with the ”middle points” in the spectrum of
the isotropic Hofstadter Hamiltonian at flux 2πM

n
.

Proof: Recall from above that under the hypothesis of the theorem both corol-
laries apply to HQP (n, 1) and that therefore equations (??) have only solutions
for which at least n of the variables zj vanish. Upon inserting z1, . . . , zn = 0 into
(??) which now becomes (??) one obtains precisely (??), the term q

n
2 −q−

n
2 van-

ishing for the above flux. Using θb = n
2 γ = πM

2 and taking into account that for

the above value of γ also sin n−1
2 γ = sin πM

2 cos γ
2 one sees that the formulas for

the energies, (??) and (??), which now become (??) and (??), coincide. Hence
we may conclude that each eigenvalue of HQP (n, 1) is in the representation of
the theorem two fold degenerate5 and is a ”middle point” in the spectrum of the
isotropic Hofstadter Hamiltonian. This implies that the eigenvalues – of which
we know that they lie at h-band edges – actually are points where h-bands touch.
q.e.d.

Note that the last result is in perfect agreement with the observation that,
with γ as in the theorem, the Hofstadter Hamiltonian has at flux 2γ at most n
bands but HQP (n, 1), at flux γ, 2n h-bands.

Case 2. We have seen in the last paragraph that the Bethe ansatz-solutions of
the family of QP-integrals contain information on the spectrum of the Hofstadter
Hamiltonian at rational flux. Surprisingly, QP-integrals are also related to the
square of the Hofstadter Hamiltonian with half flux. In fact, setting γ̌ = γ

2 and

upon substituting u = q−
1

4 ǔv̌∗ and v = q
1

4 ǔv̌ one obtains

kH2
Hof (k,

γ

2
) − 2(k + k−1) = H(2 cos

γ

4
, 2 cos

γ

4
, k) = HQP (

1

2
, k).

Thus the square of the Hofstadter Hamiltonian for flux γ
2 is up to multiplica-

tive and constants equal to the QP-integral at b = 2 cos γ
4 for flux γ. Speci-

fying to k = 1, b = 2 cos γ
4 is not a value for which Corollary ?? applies but

if γ = 2π 2M ′

2n+1 , (M ′, 2n + 1) = 1 then 2 cos nγ
2 = (−1)M ′

2 cos γ
4 , and hence,

in the Schrödinger representation with angle θ = π + n−1
2 γ, the Bethe ansatz-

eigenvalues of HQP (n, 1) are as well eigenvalues for the square of the Hofstadter

5Recall that the Weyl-Schrödinger representation provides the first step of the Bloch-
decomposition for the operators which we consider. This implies that each (generalized) eigen-
value can be at most be twofold degenerate.
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Hamiltonian for flux γ
2 = 2π M ′

2n+1 . The relation between the different Bethe
ansatz-equations is not so clear in this case but one can show that the eigenvalue
of H2

Hof (1) which is not obtained as a Bethe ansatz-eigenvalue of HQP (n, 1) is

the one that at E = 0. Taking into account that H2
Hof (k) has for flux 2π M ′

2n+1
only n+1 bands (the spectrum of HHof (k) is mirror symmetric around 0) it fol-

lows that n h-bands of HQP (n, k) have to touch for γ = 2π 2M ′

2n+1 . There is strong
evidence that (??) describes again the n points at which this h-band touching
occurs.

5 Discrete Sine Gordon Field Theory

In this subsection we summarize some notions and facts about the doubly discrete
sine-Gordon theory as much as it is necessary for the remainder of this article.
For details we refer to the articles by Bobenko and Pinkall [?] and of Faddeev
and Volkov [?] in the first part of this book and - of course - to the original
literature as e.g. [?],[?],[?],[?],[?],[?], [?],[?],[?].

The doubly discrete sine-Gordon model is a particularly interesting example
of a field theory on a two dimensional space-time with Lorentz metric. Dynamics
is Einstein causal and integrable in the classical as well as in the quantum sense.
The classical model possesses a nice geometric interpretation which parallels the
continuum theory to a surprising extent [?] and which provides a most usefull
guiding principle for the analysis of the model. This geometric picture suggests
the interpretation of the sine-Gordon field as an observable field in the sense of
algebraic quantum field theory, living on the faces of a discrete surface in R3 with
constant negative Gaussian curvature, and to look at it as the gauge invariant
part of a larger field algebra, living on the edges of the discrete surface.

The usefullness of this point of view becomes evident in the derivation of
quantum integrals by the inverse scattering method and in the determination of
eigenvalues and eigenvectors for some of them. In both cases, operators play a
role, which are not in the observable algebra, i.e. in the algebra generated by the
sine-Gordon field. In particular, the ladder operator used in the Bethe ansatz
does not belong to this algebra.

5.1 Sine-Gordon theory as gauge theory

The key observation in the analysis of the discrete sine-Gordon model from a
geometric point of view is due to Bobenko and Pinkall: It is the surprising fact,
that all concepts of continuum theory of surfaces of constant negative curvature
can be taken over to the discrete setting, if the key geometrical concepts like
that of constant negative curvature, Gauss map etc. are properly chosen. A
two dimensional discrete surface with constant negative Gaussian curvature, or
simply a (discrete) K-surface, is defined by a map F : Z2 → R3 satisfying certain
conditions reflecting the geometrical properties. It is convenient to view Z2 as
the set of vertices in a light cone net L. By this we mean that its standard
basis {er, el} is interpreted in such a way that el points into the left moving
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light cone and er into the right moving one in two dimensional Minkowski space.
Furthermore, two neighboured lattice points are joint by oriented edges. More
precisely, we denote by ǫl(n) and ǫr(n) the edges which have source n and range
nl := n+ el and nr := n+ er, respectively. The obvious squares, each one being
surrounded by four edges, will be referred to as faces. Analogously, edges and
faces in the discrete surface, the image of F , are defined. A K-surface is up
to an overall translation and scaling uniquely determined by its so-called Gauss
map N : Z2 → S2 [?]. N(n) is the normal6 to the surface at F (n). We like to
view N as S2-valued vertex field, which we call the normal field. An arbitrary
normal field configuration provides the Gauss map of a K-surface if it satisfies
the discrete field equation

2N := N(n)+N(nu)−N(nl)−N(nr) = ρ(n)(N(n)+N(nu)+N(nl)+N(nr))
(5.1)

ρ : Z2 → R being a scalar field determined by the equation and nu = n+ el + er.
The normal field subject to this equation is the discrete version of the O(3)-
invariant chiral model [?]. N is closely related, but not equal to the sine Gordon
field, and for various reasons it is not the field which will be quantized.

As often in physics, it turns out to be fruitful to consider fields with more
internal degrees of freedom describing the original one with the help of a gauge
group. In this spirit we consider not only the Gauss map but a whole mov-
ing frame Ψ : Z2 → SU(2). Using an orthonormal basis {fi}i=1,2,3 for R3,
Ψ(n), acting (from the right) in the spin 1 representation, describes the dreibein
{Ψ(n)−1 ·fi}i=1,2,3 attached at F (n) with 3-direction pointing towards the nor-
mal, hence N(n) = Ψ(n)−1 ·f3. Taking (multiplicative) differences along edges
defines an edge field V ,

V (ǫ) := Ψ(r(ǫ))Ψ(s(ǫ))−1,

denoting by ǫ an edge and by s(ǫ) and r(ǫ) its source and range, respectively.
The edge field has to satisfy the compatibility condition that for any four edges
ǫ1, · · · , ǫ4 forming a closed path, that is for which r(ǫi) = s(ǫi+1), i ∈ Z4, holds

V (ǫ4)V (ǫ3)V (ǫ2)V (ǫ1) = 1. (5.2)

In fact this is a discrete version of an SU(2)-bundle over Z2 and its associated
spin one vectorbundle. V takes values in SU(2), but an arbitrary edge field
configuration, even if it satisfies (??), does not always give rise to a moving
frame of a K-surface. In particular, one has to incorporate a consequence of the
field equation for N , namely that the angle ∆r(n) between N(n) and N(nr) does
not depend on n2 (that is, is constant in left moving direction) and the angle
∆l(n) between N(n) and N(nl) not on n1. In fact, for the present discussion of
discrete sine Gordon theory one restricts to the case in which these two angles

6As part of the definition of K-surfaces, edges emanating from a point F (n) lie in one plane.
The normal at F (n) is defined by this plane.
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are constant along the whole surface 7. We denote them by ∆l,∆r. In that case
V has, in its fundamental representation, the form

V (ǫ) = cos
∆(ǫ)

2

(

eiα(ǫ) i tan ∆(ǫ)
2 eiβ(ǫ)

i tan ∆(ǫ)
2 e−iβ(ǫ) e−iα(ǫ)

)

(5.3)

with α(ǫ), β(ǫ) ∈ S1 and ∆(ǫ) = ∆l,r if ǫ is parallel to el,r. Thus in the present
situation the edge field takes values in a two-dimensional submanifold of SU(2)
which is homeomorphic to the 2-torus S1 × S1 (but it is not a group). This
S1 × S1-valued edge field ǫ 7→ (α(ǫ), β(ǫ)) plays an important role. It is this
field which shall lateron be quantized. Keeping in mind that the Gauss-map
already determines the surface, it is natural to consider a change of the moving
frame Ψ by (pointwise) multiplication with a rotation leaving the normal of
every point F (n) fixed as gauge transformation. The gauge group is thus given
by U(1)-valued vertex fields G : Z

2 → U(1) ⊂ SU(2), with U(1) being the
subgroup which stabilizes f3 in the spin 1 representation. G acts on edge fields
by conjugation

V (ǫ) 7→ G(r(ǫ))V (ǫ)G(s(ǫ))−1.

This gauge transformation may as well be formulated as a gauge transformation
on the angles α(ǫ) and β(ǫ) entering in (??) separately.

A change of the angles ∆l,∆r gives rise to a different Gauss map and hence
a different surface. But if one changes the angles in such a way that the product

k := tan
∆l

2
tan

∆r

2

is left unchanged one obtains a family of surfaces which have equal second funda-
mental form. One may parametrize this family by a so-called spectral parameter
and two functions ∆r,∆l : R>0 → S1 determined by

tan
∆r(η)

2
= η

1

2 k
1

2 , tan
∆l(η)

2
= η−

1

2 k
1

2 .

The sine Gordon field w can now be obtained as a gauge invariant expression
of the angles α(ǫ) and β(ǫ) entering in the edge field. It may be interpreted as
S1-valued field living on the faces. If f(n) is the face which has vertices n, nl,
nr, and nu = n+ el + er then

w(f(n)) := −α(ǫl(n)) + β(ǫl(n)) + α(ǫr(n)) − β(ǫr(n)).

w(f(n)) + π can also be expresses as the angle between the vectors F (nl) −
F (n) and F (nr) − F (n). In particular, the sine Gordon field is not only gauge
invariant like the normal field but unlike the latter it is also invariant under

7In the continous case this is in fact no restriction [?]. Discrete surfaces have more structure,
which we restrict by this ad hoc assumption.
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a change of the spectral parameter η. This latter invariance is crucial for the
integrability of its field equation. This field equation may be derived from the
field equation of the normal field (??). It may, however, as well be deduced from
the compatibility condition (??) assumed to hold for an edge field depending on
a spectral parameter through the angles ∆r(η),∆l(η):

V (η, ǫ) = cos
∆(η, ǫ)

2

(

eiα(ǫ) iη−σ(ǫ)k
1

2 eiβ(ǫ)

iη−σ(ǫ)k
1

2 e−iβ(ǫ) e−iα(ǫ)

)

where

σ(ǫ) =

{

1
2 if ǫ is parallel to el

− 1
2 if ǫ is parallel to er

.

Writing shorter w(n) for w(f(n)) the field equation so obtained, the so-called
discrete sine Gordon equation, is given by

2w(n) = 2 arg(1 + k e−iw(nr)) + 2 arg(1 + k e−iw(nl)). (5.4)

Equation (??) can be rewritten in terms of the coordinates Q(n) := e−iw(n),

Q(n) Q(nu) = M
(

Q(nl)
)

M
(

Q(nr)
)

(5.5)

M(z) :=
k + z

1 + kz
=

1

M(1/z)
.

The Möbius transformation M maps the circle to itself.

5.2 Classical dynamics and Poisson structure for the sine Gordon
field

For the purpose of quantization we need a formulation of classical sine-Gordon
theory in phase space with Poisson structure which is compatible with the dy-
namics. The time evolution of the classical sine Gordon field is described by
(??). This is a second order hyperbolic difference equation. A solution of this
equation contains therefore the time evolution of the Cauchy-Data along the
”Cauchy-zigzag” at time t

Ct := {n ∈ Z
2|n1 − n2 = t or n1 − n2 = t+ 1}.

In other words, the field configuration on such a zigzag corresponds to initial
conditions for the second order difference equation (??), because a zigzag consists
of two consecutive time slices. Covariant phase space can be identified with the
space of field configurations on C0. It is an infinite dimensional torus M =
(S1×S1)Z, an element (z1, z2) is given by z1(s) = Q(s(er−el)), z2(s) = Q(s(er−
el)+er). The doubly discrete sine–Gordon equation (??) induces on phase space
a time evolution defined by the shift

α :M → M (5.6)

z = (z1, z2) 7→ α(z) = (z2, z3)
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where z3(s) := e−iw(s(er−el)+er+el). In terms of these coordinates time evolution
is

z1(s) z3(s) = F (s, z2) , (s ∈ Z , z2 ∈ (S1)Z),

where F is given by

F (s, z) =

(

k + z(s)

1 + kz(s)

) (

k + z(s− 1)

1 + kz(s− 1)

)

. (5.7)

The geometric background of the model suggests a natural Poisson bracket on
sufficiently regular functions on phase space.8 It suffices to define the Poisson
brackets on coordinate functions only:

{

w(n), w(nr)
}

=
{

w(n), w(nl)
}

= 1, (5.8)

for all n = (k,−k), k ∈ Z. All other brackets vanish. It is straightforward
to prove, that the equation of motion (??) and the Poisson structure (??) are
compatible (see also the article in this book by Kutz [?] and [?]) and imply the
following Poisson brackets for the discrete classical field w:

{

w(n), w(m)
}

= 0 , for n,m ∈ Z
2 space–like

and
{

w(n), w(nr)
}

=
{

w(n), w(nl)
}

= 1 , (n ∈ Z
2).

(n,m space-like means that the Minkowski length of n − m be smaller than
0.) Hence, the theory possesses discrete Einstein causality. Furthermore time
evolution is an automorphism of the Poisson algebra of functions on phase space.
Let us also mention that the Poisson bracket is compatible with the choice of
periodic boundary conditions.

The Poisson structure just introduced, is close, but not the same, as the one of
the discrete elastic chain. In fact, the coordinate functions w̃(n) = (−1)n2w(n)
have the same Poisson brackets as the relative coordinates of the elastic chain,
i.e.

{

w̃(nl), w̃(n)
}

=
{

w̃(n), w̃(nr)
}

= 1 (5.9)

for all n = (k,−k), k ∈ Z. In terms of Q̃(n) := e−iw̃(n) time evolution (??) is
given by

Q̃(nu)

Q̃(n)
=

M(Q̃(nr))

M(Q̃(nl))
. (5.10)

The reformulation of the doubly discrete sine–Gordon model in terms of w̃ and
Q̃ = e−iw̃ is called the discrete Volterra model.

8 To be on the safe side, consider smooth functions, which depend on finitely many argu-
ments only.
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5.3 Quantization

It is possible to quantize the sine Gordon field directly in the canonical way,
i.e. upon replacing the Poisson bracket (??) by canonical commutation relations.
But for the reasons which we have already indicated the edge field needs to be
quantized as well. Its quantization is guided by the constraint that it is com-
patible with the quantization of the sine Gordon field. One way to proceed is to
first define a Poisson bracket for the edge fields and then to quantize this bracket
in a standard manner. This turns out to be the same as replacing the 2-torus
in which the edge field take its values by its non commutative analog, the quan-
tized torus. In other words, quantizing the edge field amounts to replacing the
two complex numbers eiα(ǫ), ie−iβ(ǫ) in V (ǫ) by two unitary operators u(ǫ), v(ǫ)
subject to the relation u(ǫ)v(ǫ) = e−i γ

2 v(ǫ)u(ǫ), the angle9 γ being proportional
to Planck’s constant.

5.4 Quantum dynamics of the sine Gordon field

As mentioned before, the classical sine Gordon equation is a consequence of the
compatibility equation. One may now define a quantized compatibility equation
as being formally the same as (??) but with noncommutative entries and derive
from it the quantized sine Gordon equation.

For that purpose it turns out to be more convenient to choose the reformu-
lation of the sine Gordon model as Volterra model. Geometrically the change of
coordinates Q(n) 7→ Q(n)(−1)n2

can be achieved by turning the corresponding
dreibein by an angle of π around the f1-axis whenever n2 is an odd number. The
effect on the edge field is easily determined and if we renormalize the edge-field

by dropping irrelevant constants cos
∆r,l(η)

2 in front of the matrices, we arrive at
the basic equation for the derivation of the (quantum) time evolution. This is
the (quantum) compatibility equation

V(η, ǫr(n))V(η, ǭl(n)) = V(η, ǭl(nr))V(η, ǫr(nl)) (5.11)

where

V(η, ǫ) =

(

u(ǫ) −η
1

2 k−σ(ǫ)v∗(ǫ)

η
1

2 k−σ(ǫ)v(ǫ) u∗(ǫ)

)

(5.12)

and ǭ is edge ǫ with reversed orientation. V(η, ǫ) comes also under the name
Volterra L-matrix. The strategy is to look for an automorphism ϕ ∈ Aut(A γ

2
⊗

A γ
2
) which, when extended to an automorphism ϕ̂ ∈ Aut(Mat2(A γ

2
⊗ A γ

2
)) by

entrywise action, becomes ”twisted half time evolution” of the edge field along
a face. Mathematically this means that

V(η, ǭl(nr))V(η, ǫr(nl)) = ϕ̂(V(η, ǭl(n))V(η, ǫr(n))). (5.13)

One then extends ϕ̂ to a whole zigzag and combines this extension with the
extension conjugated by a discrete space translation to obtain the discrete time
evolution.

9The factor 1
2

in front of the angle is chosen for better comparison of formulas lateron.
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To explain this in detail we abandon the geometric ”space-time” indexing
in favour of a purely ”space” indexing which is better adapted to the algebraic
aspects. The reason for this notational change is that first, from now on every-
thing takes place in one time slice only, i.e. on edges ǫl(n), ǫr(n) with constant
n1 − n2, and second, the product above (??) is the product of 2 × 2 matrices
in which the entries multiply with the tensor product. We therefore use consis-
tently the following notation: For X,Y ∈ Matn(A) the product X2Y1 shall be
the matrix Z ∈ Matn(A⊗A) which has entries Zij =

∑

lXil⊗Ylj, and similarily
are products like Z3X2Y1 etc. defined. This notation is now adapted to the space
structure of the time slice at t = 0 by identifying V−

2s−1(η) with V(η, ǭl(s,−s))

and V+
2s(η) with V(η, ǫr(s,−s)), where

V±
s (η) =

(

us −η
1

2 k±
1

2 v∗s
η

1

2 k±
1

2 vs u∗s

)

, (5.14)

and we recall from above that usvs = e−i γ
2 vsus. In the new notation (??) reads

V+
2 (η)V−

1 (η) = ϕ̂(V−
2 (η)V+

1 (η)). (5.15)

Condition (??) does not uniquely determine the action of ϕ, very much like the
classical compatibility equation does not determine a unique time evolution of
the edge field. We shall now derive the restriction of ϕ to the largest subalgebra
of A γ

2
⊗A γ

2
on which the action of ϕ is infact uniquely determined by (??). Let

us set
L(η, k) := V+

2 (η)V−
1 (η)

where we indicate for a moment with the dependence on the parameter k, that
condition (??) may be reformulated as

ϕ̂(L(η, k−1)) = L(η, k), (5.16)

for all η. L(η, k) is an element of Mat2(S) where S is the subalgebra S ⊂ A γ
2
⊗A γ

2

generated by the unitaries

U = u−1
2 u−1

1 , V = u2v
−1
1 , Z = u2v

−1
2 u1v1 (5.17)

which are subject to the relation UV = q−
1

2V U and Z is a central element.
Hence,

S ∼= A γ
2
⊗ C(S1).

For irrational γ
2π

, S is the fixed point algebra of A γ
2
⊗A γ

2
under the automor-

phism given by conjugation with Z.

Proposition 3 Let ϕ be an automorphism of A γ
2
⊗ A γ

2
whose extension ϕ̂

satisfies (??). Then its restriction to S ⊂ A γ
2

⊗A γ
2

is given by

ϕ(U) = U (5.18)

ϕ(Z) = Z (5.19)

ϕ(V ) = V
h(k)

h(k−1)
=: V f(U2Z) (5.20)
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where h(k) = k−
1

2 + k
1

2 q−
1

2U2Z, i.e.

f(z) =
k−

1

2 + k
1

2 q−
1

2 z

k
1

2 + k−
1

2 q−
1

2 z
. (5.21)

Proof: In the variables of S, L(η, k) has the form

L(η, k) =

(

U−1 − ηUZ −η
1

2 V h(k)

η
1

2 (V h(k))∗ U − ηU−1Z−1

)

.

Since (??) has to hold for all η, (??,??) follow immediately and

ϕ(V h(k−1)) = ϕ(V )h(k−1)

which has to be equal to V h(k). From that relation follows (??). This extends

in fact to an automorphism on S since h(k)
h(k−1) , which we define to be 1 in case

k = 1, is unitary and commutes with U and V . q.e.d.

Given a natural number p let ϕ̌ = ϕ⊗2p be the extension of ϕ to the algebra
A⊗2p

γ
2

. In the spirit of algebraic quantum field theory we like to view A⊗2p
γ
2

as

the field algebra on a fixed time slice consisting of 2p points. We consider space
as periodic so that the automorphism σ ∈ Aut(A⊗2p

γ
2

) given by the cyclic shift in

the tensor product, i.e. by σ(an) = an+1, plays the rôle of translation in space.

Definition 2 The (discrete) time evolution is given by an automorphism

α = ϕ̌ ◦ σ ◦ ϕ̌ ◦ σ−1

of A⊗2p
γ
2

where the extension ϕ̂ of ϕ ∈ Aut(A⊗2
γ
2

) satisfies (??).

The automorphism α is also refered to as time 1 map. As already indicated, it
cannot be uniquely determined by condition (??). We will show now that its
restriction to the subalgebra generated by the elements Cn := u−1

n u−1
n−1v

−1
n vn−1,

n = 1, . . . , 2p (mod 2p) is uniquely determined by this condition. In fact, this
subalgebra forms in the classical case the algebra of gauge invariant quantities
on which time evolution given by the discrete sine-Gordon equation is defined.

Lemma 3 Suppose that the extension ϕ̂ of ϕ ∈ Aut(A⊗2
γ
2

) satisfies (??). Let

ϕ̌± := ϕ̌ ◦ σ±1 and Cn := u−1
n u−1

n−1v
−1
n vn−1. Then

ϕ̌±(C2n+1) = C2n+1±1.

Proof: First observe, that

C2n = U2
nZn (5.22)

C2n+1 = U−1
n Z−1

n V −1
n Vn+1Un+1 (5.23)
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due to (??). Therefore, ϕ̌ acts trivially on half of the Cn, namely

ϕ̌(C2n) = C2n.

This implies the statement. q.e.d.

The last lemma is not only of technical value, but it also helps visualizing
the time evolution which we have sketched in the figure below:

L
x

t C2n
ϕ̌− ϕ̌+ α

C2n+1

C2n+2

The generators Cn with even index are invariant under ϕ̌ and those with odd
index are invariant under ϕ̌± ◦ ϕ̌ ◦ ϕ̌−1

± . The equations satisfied by ϕ̌± suggest
to interprete them as light cone shifts and hence time evolution to be their
composition α = ϕ̌+ ◦ ϕ̌−. This is the content of Definition ??.

Theorem 6 Under the conditions of Lemma ??

α(C2n+1) = f(C2n)−1C2n+1f(C2n+2) (5.24)

α(C2n) = f(α(C2n−1))
−1C2nf(α(C2n+1)), (5.25)

where f is given by (??).

Proof: Considering generators with odd index we have

α(C2n+1) = ϕ̌+(C2n) = ϕ̌(C2n+1)

(??)
= ϕ̌(U−1

n Z−1
n V −1

n Vn+1Un+1)

= U−1
n Z−1

n f(C2n)−1V −1
n Vn+1f(C2n+2)Un+1

= f(C2n)−1C2n+1f(C2n+2),

where we used that f(x)−1 = f(x−1). The proof for the generators with even
index is likewise. q.e.d.

We thus have obtained a local quantum evolution law for all faces of the light

cone lattice. In terms of the sine Gordon variablesQ2s = C
(−1)s

2s , Q2s+1 = C
(−1)s

2s+1

the above yields

α(Q2n+1) =
k + q

1

2Q2n

1 + q
1

2 kQ2n

k + q
1

2Q2n+2

1 + q
1

2 kQ2n+2

Q−1
2n+1 (5.26)

α(Q2n) =
k + q

1

2α(Q2n−1)

1 + q
1

2 kα(Q2n−1)

k + q
1

2α(Q2n+1)

1 + q
1

2 kα(Q2n+1)
Q−1

2n . (5.27)
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This is discrete quantum sine-Gordon equation. Equations (??) and (??) are
the quantized form of equation (??), with the following correspondence between
classical and quantum fields:

Qn ∼ Q2n+1, Qnr
∼ Q2n+2, Qnl

∼ Q2n, Qnu
∼ α(Q2n+1).

Similarily (??) and (??) relate to equation (??).

5.5 Quantum integrals for periodic boundary conditions

With the help of the inverse scattering method operators may be found which are
invariant under the above automorphism. For that one has to impose periodic
boundary conditions so that we require p now to be finite. In fact, lateron we
shall be interested in the case of p = 2.

Denote by trC2 : Mat2(A) → A the partial trace given by trC2(X) = X11 +
X22, where A as any C∗-algebra.

Lemma 4 If ϕ satisfies the conditions of Lemma ?? then

F(η) := trC2(V+
2p(η)V

−
2p−1(η) . . .V

+
2 (η)V−

1 (η))

is invariant under ϕ̌± .

Proof: We have, writing shorter V± = V±(η),

ϕ̌+ trC2(V+
2pV

−
2p−1 . . .V

+
2 V−

1 ) = ϕ̌ trC2(V+
1 V−

2p . . .V
+
3 V−

2 )

= ϕ̌ trC2(V−
2p . . .V

+
3 V−

2 V+
1 )

= trC2(ϕ̂(V−
2pV

+
2p−1) . . . ϕ̂(V−

2 V+
1 ))

= trC2(V+
2pV

−
2p−1 . . .V

+
2 V−

1 )

where we have used the cyclicity of the partial trace trC2 in the second step.
Clearly F (η) is invariant under a double shift σ2, hence the assertion follows.
q.e.d.

5.6 Quantum integrals of the (discrete) quantum pendulum

We shall now apply the above lemma to the case p = 2 which is the smallest
nontrivial choice and corresponds to a field theory in 0 + 1 dimensions. Since
the classical continuous sine-Gordon equation,

ωxx − ωtt = b sinω b > 0,

becomes the equation of the mathematical pendulum if one looks for x-indepen-
dent solutions we call that theory the discrete quantum pendulum. The mono-
dromy matrix in the case of p = 2 is

M(η) := L2(η, k)L1(η, k).
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It is a 2 × 2-matrix with values in A which satisfies M22(η) = M∗
11(η) and

M21(η) = −M∗
12(η) where we treat the spectral parameter as a variable which

is invariant under the star operation. By Lemma ?? its trace, which has the
form F(η) = M11(η) + M∗

11(η), is an integral of motion. The expansion into
powers of η of M11(η),

M11(η) = A(0) − ηA(1) + η2A(2) (5.28)

results in

A(0) = U−1
2 U−1

1

A(1) = U2Z2U
−1
1 + U1Z1U

−1
2 + V2h2h

∗
1V

−1
1

A(2) = U2Z2U1Z1,

where hi = hi(k). Hence, for p = 2 the inverse scattering method provides us

with three integrals of motion (quantum integrals). Two of them, A(0) + A(0)∗

and A(2) +A(2)∗, turn out not to be very interesting. The remaining one is the
one we are looking for. Let us give it here the short name:

Definition 3 The operator

H̃ = A(1) +A(1)∗

is called SG-integral.

5.6.1 The QP-integral

The SG-integral H̃ = A(1) + A(1)∗ is an operator which depends only on the
unitaries T = V −1

1 V2, C4 = U2
2Z2, A

(0) and A(2). The algebra spanned by these
operators is a subalgebra of S ⊗ S in which A(0) and A(2) are central, i.e. A(0)

and A(2) commute with C4 and T and among themselves. The QP-integral is
a reduction of the SG-integral which is achieved by imposing a relation among
the eigenvalues of A(0) and A(2). Such a reduction is algebraically defined, but
at the end of this section we provide a physical interpretation for it.

To describe the reduction we first express the SG-integral in the above men-
tionned variables.

A(1) = A(0)C4 +A(2)C−1
4 + q

1

2A(0)A(2)−1
C4T

+q
1

2C4T + k−1T + kqA(0)A(2)−1
C2

4T.

Consequently, the SG-integral is given by

H̃ = (A(0) +A(2)−1
)C4 + (1 +A(0)A(2)−1

)q
1

2C4T

+k−1T + kqA(0)A(2)−1
C2

4T + h.c..

This looks a bit cumbersome, but if we introduce a square root w of A(0)A(2)−1

and use variables

P1 = wC4 (5.29)

P2 = q
1

2wC4T = q
1

2P1T (5.30)
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then P1P2 = q
1

2w2C2
4T and P1P

∗
2 = q

1

2 T−1 and consequently

H̃ = (wA(2) +h.c.)P1 +(w+h.c.)P2 + k−1q−
1

2P1P
−1
2 + kq

1

2P1P2 +h.c.. (5.31)

Note that P1 and P2 span the rotation algebra Aγ , namely they are unitaries
subject to the relation

P1P2 = q−1P2P1.

The algebra C which is generated by the unitaries {P1, P2, w,A
(2)} is called

algebra of sine gordon variables. Of course, C4 and T are elements of C. The
unitaries w and A(2) are central elements in this algebra so that

C ∼= Aγ ⊗ C(S1×S1).

C ∩ S ⊗ S is contained in the fixed point algebra of S ⊗ S with respect to the
automorphism given by conjugation with A(0). Moreover, it contains only even
elements w.r.t. a grading giving Ui and Vi degree 1 and Zi degree 0.

We are now in a position to come to the concept of reduction which is ap-
propriate to our situation:

Definition 4 Given two complex numbers z1, z2 of modulus 1, the reduction of
the SG-integral defined by these numbers is the image of H̃ under the canonical
projection C → C/Jz1,z2

where Jz1,z2
is the ideal generated by the two elements

w − z1, A
(2) − z2. If z2 = 1 we call the reduction a QP-integral.

Since C/Jz1,z2

∼= Aγ , the reduction defined by z1, z2 can be identified with the
operator H(a, b, k) of Aγ , where, using the notation of section ??,

a = z1z2 + z−1
1 z−1

2 (5.32)

b = z1 + z−1
1 . (5.33)

A QP-integral is thus a reduction H(a, b, k) for which a = b ∈ R, |b| ≤ 2. Note
that the spectrum of H(b, b, k) is invariant under a sign change of b.

We have defined reductions of the SG-integral via specification of the values
of the central elements in C. Let us now show that such a reduction is preserved
under the dynamics, and hence all reductions are integrals of motion. For that
we first recall that the automorphism ϕ ⊗ ϕ defined by (??,??,??) preserves
C ∩ S ⊗ S. In fact, it is easily seen that

ϕ⊗ ϕ(A(0)) = A(0) (5.34)

ϕ⊗ ϕ(A(2)) = A(2) (5.35)

ϕ⊗ ϕ(C2i) = C2i (5.36)

ϕ⊗ ϕ(T ) =
k−1 + q

1

2C4

1 + k−1q
1

2C4

T
1 + k−1q

1

2C2

k−1 + q
1

2C2

(5.37)
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a result which leads again to (??) and (??). Next, we show that the cyclic
permutation σ preserves C. One obtains

σ−1(A(0)) = σ−1(u4u3u2u1) = A(0) (5.38)

σ−1(A(2)) = σ−1(v−1
4 v3v

−1
2 v1) = A(2)−1

(5.39)

σ−1(C4) = u−1
3 v−1

3 u−1
2 v2 = q

1

2A(2)−1
C4T (5.40)

and, using σ−2(C4) = C2,

σ−1(P1) = P2 (5.41)

σ−1(P2) = P−1
1 . (5.42)

In particular, the restriction of σ−1 to the subalgebra generated by the Pi is the
Fouriertransform.

Theorem 7 All reductions of the SG-integral are integrals of motion, i.e. in-
variant under the automorphism α. The QP-integrals and those for which z2 =
−1 are even invariant under the automorphism ϕ̌±.

Proof: Since the SG-integral is invariant under ϕ̌± we only have to check whether
α = ϕ̌+◦ϕ̌− preserves Jz1,z2

∩S⊗S. Formulae (??,??) show that Jz1,z2
∩S⊗S is

preserved under ϕ̌± if and only if z2 = ±1. From this the last statement follows.
Furthermore these formulae show that ϕ̌2(w2) = w2 and ϕ̌2(A(2)) = A(2) from
which the first statement follows. q.e.d.

In analogy with sector-theory (an algebraic field theoretic notion) we may
take the numbers z1, z2 which define the reduction of the SG-integral as labels
for sectors of the SG-integral. By the last theorem they are invariant under time
evolution. The QP-integral is thus an integral of motion of the discrete sine
Gordon model with space compactified to one point, in a sector with z2 = 1.

6 Algebraic Bethe Ansatz for the SG-Integral

The algebraic Bethe ansatz [?] is a wellknown ansatz to construct eigenfunctions
and eigenvalues for quantum integrable models. We shall apply it first to the SG-
integral and then perform the reduction to the QP-integral. Note that our Bethe-
ansatz for the SG-integral differs slightly from that known in the literature (see
e.g. [?]). Nevertheless this difference is important for performing the reduction
to the QP-integral.

Roughly speaking, one may view the construction of Bethe ansatz eigenvec-
tors in analogy to the construction of eigenvectors to J3 in a highest weight
representation of sl2(C). One starts with a highest weight state, which is called in
the Bethe ansatz-context Bethe ansatz-groundstate, although it will have nothing
to do with the groundstate of the QP-integral, and which is a nullvector of
M21(η). One proceeds to construct ”excited” states by applying the ”ladder
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operator” M12(η) one or several times. However, the commutation relation
between the trace M11(η) + M22(η) and M12(η) (the Young-Baxter relation)
is rather more involved then the commutation relation between J3 and J+ so
that, only with a special choice of spectral parameters η1, · · · , ηn, application of
M12(η1) · · ·M12(ηn) to the Bethe ansatz-groundstate will furnish an eigenvalue
of M11(η) + M22(η). The system of equations which determines these spectral
values is called Bethe ansatz-equations.

In the present context, where the monodromy matrix was obtained from
the edge field, the interpretation of the ”excited” Bethe ansatz-states has to be
carried out with care. The reason for that is that, whereas the trace of the
matrix consists of operators which steem from gauge invariant quantities, this
is not the case for the ladder operator M12(η). As an effect, application of the
ladder operator will change the sector of the quantum pendulum. Algebraically
speaking this can be traced back to the fact that the intersection of the ideal
Jz1,z2

with S ⊗ S is not an ideal in S ⊗ S since A(2) is not central in S ⊗ S.

6.1 Bethe ansatz groundstate

The Bethe ansatz ground state is a solution of the equation

M21(η)Ω = 0. (6.1)

Expanding M21(η) = η
1

2 (C( 1

2
) − ηC( 3

2
)) into powers we get

C( 1

2
) = (h∗2U

−1
1 + h∗1U2V

−1
1 V2)V

−1
2 (6.2)

C( 3

2
) = (h∗2U1Z1 + h∗1U

−1
2 Z−1

2 V −1
1 V2)V

−1
2 . (6.3)

Hence, (??) is equivalent to the two equations

(h∗2U
−1
1 U−1

2 + h∗1V
−1
1 V2)Ω̃ = 0 (6.4)

(U1U2Z1 − U−1
1 U−1

2 Z−1
2 )Ω̃ = 0 (6.5)

where Ω̃ = V −1
2 Ω. Setting T = V −1

1 V2 we reformulate (??,??)

(h∗2A
(0) + h∗1T )Ω̃ = 0 (6.6)

(A(0) −A(2))Ω̃ = 0 (6.7)

and solve the first equation in a representation of the quotient algebra C modulo
the ideal generated by the element A(0) − A(2). Stated differently, we look at
representations of the algebra generated by {A(2), C4, T } and substitute in (??)
A(0) by A(2). A faithful family of representations of that algebra labelled by
two angles ϑ and δ is given by the following extensions of the Weyl-Schrödinger
representations of Aγ on ℓ2(Z):

C4 · φ(n) = eiϑq−nφ(n) (6.8)

T · φ(n) = φ(n− 1)

A(2) · φ(n) = eiδφ(n).
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Theorem 8 For all values of ϑ and δ there exists a solution Ωϑ,δ of (??) which
is a complex-valued bounded function over Z. It is a generalized eigenvector of
M11(η) whose eigenvalue is independent of ϑ, namely,

M11(η)Ωϑ,δ = eiδ
(

q−
1

2 η2 + (k−1 + k)η + q
1

2

)

Ωϑ,δ. (6.9)

In particular, the spectrum of the SG-integral has a band containing the interval
[−2(k + k−1), 2(k + k−1)].

Proof: Since h∗2A
(0)+h∗1T = (k−

1

2 +k
1

2 q
1

2C∗
4 )A(0)+(k−

1

2 +k
1

2 q
1

2C4A
(0)A(2)−1

)T
and upon substituting A(0) for A(2) equation (??) looks in the above represen-
tation, where Ω̃ is a function over Z,

(k−
1

2 + k
1

2 qn+ 1

2 e−iϑ) eiδ Ω̃(n) + (k−
1

2 + k
1

2 q−n+ 1

2 eiϑ) Ω̃(n− 1) = 0.

Let us first consider the case k = 1 and ϑ = π + (n+ 1
2 )γ for some n ∈ Z. Then

Ω̃(n) = δn is a solution, where δn(m) = 1 if n = m and 0 otherwise. In the other

case, eiϑ 6= −k−1qn+ 1

2 for all n ∈ Z, we obtain a recursion relation

Ω̃(n− 1)

Ω̃(n)
= −eiδ k

− 1

2 + k
1

2 e−iϑqn+ 1

2

k−
1

2 + k
1

2 eiϑq−n+ 1

2

. (6.10)

In particular
∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

Ω̃(n−m)

Ω̃(n)

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

=
1 + k2 + k(eiϑqn+m− 1

2 + c.c.)

1 + k2 + k(eiϑqn− 1

2 + c.c.)

which shows that Ω̃(n) remains bounded for all n. Therefore a solution can
always be constructed recursively. For the second case it is even unique up to a
constant. It is not square summable, but this is to be expected. Now let Ω̃ϑ,δ

be a solution of the recursion relation for given ϑ and δ and set Ωϑ,δ = V2Ω̃ϑ,δ.
For that we should identify V2 with a unitary operator in a Hilbert space which
contains the representation space of representation (??). But this is in fact not
neccessary since we can use the algebraic relations between V2 and the elements
of C to carry out all neccessary calculations. Let us first determine A(1)Ωϑ,δ.

A(1)Ωϑ,δ = (U2Z2U
−1
1 + U1Z1U

−1
2 )Ωϑ,δ + V2h2h

∗
1V

−1
1 V2Ω̃ϑ,δ

??
= (U2Z2U

−1
1 + U1Z1U

−1
2 )Ωϑ,δ − V2h2h

∗
2U

−1
2 U−1

1 Ω̃ϑ,δ

=
(

U2Z2U
−1
1 + U1Z1U

−1
2 − U2U

−1
1 Z2 − q−1U−1

1 U−3
2 Z−1

2

−q−
1

2 (k−1 + k)U−1
2 U−1

1

)

Ωϑ,δ

??
= −q

1

2 (k−1 + k)A(2)Ωϑ,δ

Since A(2)Ωϑ,δ = q−
1

2 V2A
(2)Ω̃ϑ,δ = eiδq−

1

2 Ωϑ,δ and, similarily, A(0)Ωϑ,δ =
qA(2)Ωϑ,δ one obtains from (??) the result for M11(η). q.e.d.

Note that, in case k = 1 and ϑ = π + (n+ 1
2 )γ the support of Ω̃ is 1.
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6.2 Bethe ansatz equations

The following theorem is the specification to the case of shortest periodicity of
the general result derived in [?] for the discrete sine Gordon model.

Theorem 9 Let Ωϑ,δ be a Bethe ansatz-groundstate. Then

Φϑ,δ(η1, . . . , ηn−1) = M12(η1) . . .M12(ηn−1)Ωϑ,δ

is a (generalized) eigenvector of F(η) provided the spectral parameters η1, . . . , ηl

are pairwise different and satisfy the so-called Bethe ansatz-equations

n−1
∏

j 6=i=1

ηjq − ηi

ηiq − ηj

=
aδ(ηj)

a∗δ(ηj)
, (6.11)

where
aδ(η) = eiδ(q−

1

2 η2 + (k + k−1)η + q
1

2 ) (6.12)

is the eigenvalue of M11(η) on Ωϑ,δ, cf. (??). The corresponding eigenvalue
Eδ(η, η1, . . . , ηn−1) of F(η) is given by Eδ = fδ + f∗

δ where

fδ(η, η1, . . . , ηn−1) = aδ(η)
n−1
∏

j=1

ηjq
1

2 − ηq−
1

2

ηj − η
. (6.13)

The eigenvalue Eδ(η1, . . . , ηn−1) of the SG-integral is given by the linear coeffi-
cient of the expansion of Eδ(η, η1, . . . , ηn−1) in η, that is Eδ = −∂ηfδ|η=0 + c.c.
(the complex conjugation not effecting the ηi). It is easily seen that

∂ηfδ|η=0 = eiδq
n−1

2



k + k−1 + (q
1

2 − q−
1

2 )

n−1
∑

j=1

η−1
j



 . (6.14)

Since we can vary δ, all these become bands of the SG-integral around 0.

6.3 Bethe Ansatz for reductions of the SG-integral

If we want to specialize the above to reductions of the SG-integral we find that
the special form of the ladder operator imposes restrictions on the choice of
the reduction parameters. In particular, it will turn out that we get the same
constraint on b as in Corollary ??.

First note that, the ladder operator has the form M12(η) = B(η)U−1
2 V2 where

B(η) ∈ C. Therefore,

A(2)M12(η) = q−
1

2M12(η)A
(2), (6.15)

A(0)M12(η) = q
1

2M12(η)A
(0). (6.16)
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Corollary 3 Let Φϑ,δ(η1, . . . , ηn−1) be as in Theorem ??. Then,

H(2 cos δ, 2 cos
nγ

2
, k)Φϑ,δ(η1, . . . , ηn−1) = Eδ(η1, . . . , ηn−1)Φϑ,δ(η1, . . . , ηn−1)

(6.17)
where

Eδ(η1, . . . , ηn−1) = −2(k + k−1) cos (
n−1

2
γ + δ) (6.18)

+4 sin (
n−1

2
γ + δ) sin

γ

2

n−1
∑

j=1

η−1
j (γ).

provided the ηj satisfy the Bethe ansatz-equations

n−1
∏

j 6=i=1

ηjq − ηi

ηiq − ηj

= e2iδ
q−

1

2 η2
j + ηj(k + k−1) + q

1

2

q
1

2 η2
j + ηj(k + k−1) + q−

1

2

. (6.19)

Proof: To obtain an eigenvalue Φ for the reduction of the SG-integral which is
defined by z1, z2 we must before all make sure that wΦ = z1Φ and A(2)Φ =
z2Φ. Due to the relations (??,??) A(2)Φϑ,δ(η1, . . . , ηn−1) = z2Φϑ,δ(η1, . . . , ηn−1)
implies,

A(2)Ω̃ϑ,δ = z2q
n
2 Ω̃ϑ,δ (6.20)

wΦϑ,δ(η1, . . . , ηn−1) = q
n
2 Φϑ,δ(η1, . . . , ηn−1) (6.21)

Consequently, we must choose eiδ = q
n
2 z2 and z1 = q

n
2 . Hence, for b = z1+c.c. =

2 cos n
2 γ and a = z1z2 + c.c. = 2 cos δ we may apply the last theorem to obtain

generalized eigenvectors and (??) to obtain their eigenvalues for H(a, b, k) as
stated. q.e.d.

We call the (generalized) eigenvalue (??) and the corresponding (generalized)
eigenvector Φϑ,δ(η1, . . . , ηn−1) ofH(2 cos δ, 2 cos nγ

2 , k) simply Bethe ansatz-eigenvalue
and Bethe ansatz-eigenvector, respectively.

The corollary shows a peculiarity of the reductions. Due to the relations
(??,??) the Bethe Ansatz does not furnish us with infinitely many eigenfunctions
and -values. In particular, in order to obtain the Bethe ansatz-eigenvectors and
-values for H(2 cos δ, 2 cos nγ

2 , k) we have to solve for a Bethe ansatz-groundstate
which is, for n > 1 not an eigenstate of H(2 cos δ, 2 cos nγ

2 , k).

6.3.1 Solution for n = 1

The solution for n = 1 is contained in the corollary without explicit mentioning.
The Bethe ansatz-eigenvector is the Bethe ansatz-groundstate, so that there are
no Bethe ansatz-equations to solve, and the corresponding eigenvalue is given by
expression (??) without the sum, i.e. by

Eδ = −2(k + k−1) cos δ.
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This solution, specialized to the value for the QP-integral which is δ = γ
2 , is

shown in Figure ??; it is the same solution as in [?] where it was depictured for
rational values of γ

2π
.

6.3.2 Solution for n = 2

For n = 2 there is a single Bethe ansatz-equation, namely

1 = e2iδ q
− 1

2 η2
1 + η1(k + k−1) + q

1

2

q
1

2 η2
1 + η1(k + k−1) + q−

1

2

. (6.22)

We solve this equation for δ = γ which corresponds to the QP-integral. In this
case it may be written with η = η1 as

η2(q
1

2 − q−
1

2 ) + η(k + k−1)(q − q−1) + q
3

2 − q−
3

2 = 0.

It is merely of second degree in η and has two real solutions:

η± = −(k + k−1) cos
γ

2
±

√

((k + k−1)2 − 4) cos2
γ

2
+ 1.

It follows that

Eγ(η±) = −2(k+k−1) cos
γ

2
(1−2 sin2 γ

2
)∓4 sin2 γ

2

√

((k + k−1)2 − 4) cos2
γ

2
+ 1.

(6.23)
These two solutions are shown in Figure ??.

6.4 Positioning of the Bethe ansatz-eigenvalues in bands of the spec-
trum of the QP-integral

Like in Section 4 one may ask, where in the bands, which exist for rational flux,
the eigenvalues obtained by the algebraic Bethe ansatz, i.e. by Corollary ??, may
be found. We shall verify now that for k > 1 too, the Bethe ansatz-eigenvalues
of the QP-integral lie at h-band edges, provided the flux is rational. Hence, we
assume for the rest of this section that γ

2π
= M

N
, (M,N) = 1.

Recall that the first step to determine the positioning of a Bethe ansatz-eigen-
value ofH(2 cos δ, 2 cos nγ

2 , k) is to determine the Bloch-parameters at which they
exist, that is, to determine the eigenvalues of PN

1 and PN
2 on the corresponding

Bethe ansatz-eigenvector Φϑ,δ(η1, . . . , ηn−1).

Clearly, eiNϑ is the eigenvalue of CN
4 on Ω̃ϑ,δ. For the above value of γ

2π
and

k > 1, the vector Ω̃ϑ,δ becomes N -periodic. Hence it is an eigenvector of TN .

We denote the corresponding eigenvalue by β. Clearly, β =
Ω̃ϑ,δ(n−N)

Ω̃ϑ,δ(n)
, indepen-

dently of n, so that we obtain from (??) an equation among the eigenvalues of
CN

4 , T
N , A(2) (these operators are all central in C), namely

β = (−eiδ)N

N−1
∏

n=0

k−1 + e−iϑq
1

2
−n

k−1 + eiϑqn+ 1

2

.
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Using that
N−1
∏

m=0

(a+ qm+ 1

2 ) = aN − (−1)M+N ,

which may be seen by comparison of the roots, we obtain that, for k > 1,

β = (−1)NeiNδe−iNϑ (−1)NeiNϑ − (−1)MkN

(−1)N − (−1)MeiNϑkN
. (6.24)

Proposition 4 Let γ
2π

= M
N

, (M,N) = 1, and Φϑ,δ(η1, . . . , ηn−1) be a Bethe
ansatz-eigenvector of H(2 cos δ, 2 cos nγ

2 , k). Then

PN
1 Φϑ,δ(η1, . . . , ηn−1) = (−1)MneiNϑΦϑ,δ(η1, . . . , ηn−1)

and, for k > 1,

PN
2 Φϑ,δ(η1, . . . , ηn−1) = eiθ̃2Φϑ,δ(η1, . . . , ηn−1)

with

eiθ̃2 = −eiNδ (−1)Mneiθ̃1 − (−1)M+NkN

1 − (−1)M(n−1)+Neiθ̃1kN
(6.25)

and eiθ̃1 = (−1)MneiNϑ.

Proof: Since Φϑ,δ(η1, . . . , ηn−1) is of the form B′(η1, . . . , ηn−1)U
1−n
2 V n

2 Ω̃ϑ,δ, with
B′(η1, . . . , ηn−1) ∈ C, the eigenvalues of PN

1 and PN
2 can be obtained from the

eigenvalues of CN
4 , TN , A(2), and w upon using their relations with U1−n

2 V n
2 .

These relations are

wU1−n
2 V n

2 = q
n
2 U1−n

2 V n
2 w, C4U

1−n
2 V n

2 = q−nU1−n
2 V n

2 C4,

A(2)U1−n
2 V n

2 = q−
n
2 U1−n

2 V n
2 A

(2), TU1−n
2 V n

2 = q−
n−1

2 U1−n
2 V n

2 T.

Hence, for P1 = wC4 one obtains

PN
1 Φϑ,δ(η1, . . . , ηn−1) = (−1)MneiNϑΦϑ,δ(η1, . . . , ηn−1)

which shows the first statement. For P2 = q
1

2P1T we obtain

PN
2 Φϑ,δ(η1, . . . , ηn−1) = B′(η1, . . . , ηn−1)U

n−1
2 V n

2 (P1T )N Ω̃ϑ,δ.

Since (P1T )N = qN N−1

2 PN
1 TN and qN N

2 = (−1)MN = (−1)M+N+1 (as M and
N are coprime) the eigenvalue of PN

2 is given by

eiθ̃2 = (−1)N+1eiNϑβ,

provided that k > 1. We can combine this with (??) obtaining (??). q.e.d.

The following theorem shows that the Blochparameters just determined fur-
nish in case of the QP-integral HQP (n, k) = H(2 cos n

2 γ, 2 cos n
2 γ, k) a critical

set of the off-set function, for k > 1 too.
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Theorem 10 Let γ
2π

= M
N

, (M,N) = 1, and k > 1. The off-set function
h(2 cos nγ

2 , 2 cos nγ
2 , k) of the QP-integral takes for odd M its maximum and for

even M its minimum on the one-dimensional subset of the torus

{~θ ∈ S1 × S1|eiNθ2 = −(−1)Mn (−1)MneiNθ1 − (−1)M+NkN

1 − (−1)M(n−1)+NeiNθ1kN
}. (6.26)

In particular, the Bethe ansatz-eigenvalues of the QP-integral are h-band edges.

Proof: Inserting ra = rb = 1 and θa = θb = nγ
2 into (??,??) one obtains that

the partial derivatives of the off-set function vanish on the above set. Further
explicit calculation shows that h(2 cos n

2 γ, 2 cos n
2 γ, k) takes on this set the value

(−1)M−12(kN +k−N) and that this value is an absolute extremum. The set (??)

consisting of those ~θ for which N~θ satisfy (??) it follwos that the Bethe ansatz-
eigenvalues of the QP-integral H(2 cos n

2 γ, 2 cos n
2 γ, k) lie at h-band edges.q.e.d.

This can be used to generalize Theorem ?? to k > 1.

Theorem 11 For γ
2π

= M
2n

, (M, 2n) = 1, the Bethe ansatz-eigenvalues of
HQP (n, k) are points where h-bands touch. Moreover, they are interior points in
the spectrum of the anisotropic Hofstadter Hamiltonian HHof (k2, 2γ).

Proof: The last theorem shows that the eigenvalues of HQP (n, k) obtained in
Corollary ?? are h-band edges, if k > 1. We assert first, that for k = 1 they are h-
band edges, too. Proposition ?? shows that if k = 1 and ϑ = π+(n′+ 1

2 )γ, n′ ∈ Z,

then the eigenvalue of PN
1 is equal to (−1)M(n+1) (here N = 2n). In particular,

PN
1 has in both representations, that of Corollary ?? and that of Corollary ??,

the same eigenvalue. This eigenvalue being the first Blochparameter and the
second Blochparameter being unimportant (by Lemma ??) it follows that all
eigenvalues of HQP (n, 1) obtained by Corollary ?? are among the eigenvalues
obtained by Corollary ??. But of those we know already that they lie at h-
band edges. Moreover, by Theorem ?? the eigenvalues are for k = 1 band
touching points. Recall that at γ

2π
= M

2n
, HQP (n, k) = kHHof (k2, 2γ). Using the

wellknown fact that no gaps of HHof (k2, 2γ) open up or close upon varying k, see
e.g. [?] for a proof, we conclude that the eigenvalues in question remain h-band
touching points for k > 1, too, because otherwise a gap would appear. Since
h-band touching points lie in the interior of the spectrum the last statement is
clear. q.e.d.

Not only the last theorem suggests that the Bethe ansatz-eigenvalues of the
QP-integral play a special role in the spectrum. Investigating Figures 2 and 3 one
sees that the flux-dependent curves which describe the Bethe ansatz-eigenvalues
almost never seem to intersect the bands at their edges. This leads us to conjec-
ture:

• If γ
2π

= M
N

, (M,N) = 1, and N ≥ 2n then the Bethe ansatz-eigenvalues of
the QP-integral are points in the spectrum where h-bands touch.
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Looking at Figure 3 one sees that for γ
2π

= M
4 , M = 1, 3, an extra h-band touch-

ing is present at E = 0. This is easily explained by the observation that γ
2π

= M
4

is value of the flux at which the QP-integral coincides up to a multiplicative con-
stant with the Hofstadter Hamiltonian. The h-band touching there is thus the
same as the one of the Hofstadter Hamiltonian at E = 0. As already mentionned
the latter gives rise to a conical singularity in the graph of the band function.
These conical singularities do not occurr at Bethe ansatz-eigenvalues, since there
the relevant extremum of the off set function forms a one-dimensional set. The
h-band touching occuring at Bethe ansatz-eigenvalues is therefore topologically
different from the h-band touching occurring at γ

2π
= M

4 , M = 1, 3, E = 0.

7 Comparison

We have presented two methods to obtain eigenvalues and -functions for a three
parameter family of operatorsH(a, b, k). The first one was to look for polynomial
eigenfunctions, the second the algebraic Bethe ansatz. Both approaches have
limited applicability. But both apply to H(a, b, k) with k = 1 and b = 2 cos nγ

2 ,
n ∈ N, and a ∈ [−2, 2]. In this situation both approaches give rise to families
of eigenvalues and eigenvectors which are at least continuous in the flux, thus,
in particular hold for irrational values of the flux as well. The advantage of the
polynomial Bethe ansatz lies in its simplicity. It reduces the eigenvalue problem
to one of finite matrices. But the algebraic Bethe ansatz is more powerful, since
it applies to the case k 6= 1 as well.

Comparing the two approaches the first remarkable fact is that the restriction
on the parameter b, which was neccessary for the existence of solutions which
are at least continuous in the flux and hold for irrational values as well, is in
both approaches identical. Second, restricting the Bethe ansatz-eigenvector ob-
tained by the algebraic Bethe ansatz to the case k = 1 one finds that the Bethe
ansatz-groundstate Ω has, in the appropriate representation, support of length
1. Moreover, the ladder operator M12(η) enlarges the support by one so that
the eigenstates Φn−1(η1, . . . , ηn−1) have support of length smaller or equal to n,
or equivalently, their Fouriertransforms are Laurent polynomials, in fact, poly-
nomials, of degree n − 1. In other words, the algebraic Bethe ansatz furnishes
for k = 1 also polynomial eigenfunctions. Of course, these eigenfunctions have
to be among those obtained by solving the eigenvalue equation for the n × n
matrix H̃ of (??). So the question arrises, how are the two kind of Bethe ansatz-
equations related. They look rather different. This difference steems from the
fact that the solutions of the functional Bethe ansatz-equations furnish eigen-
functions whereas those of the algebraic Bethe ansatz yield admissible products
of ladder operators. Hence they are related as follows: If η1, . . . , ηn−1 solve the
algebraic Bethe ansatz-equations then the zeros of the Fouriertransform of

M12(η1) . . .M12(ηn−1)Ωδ,ϑ

solve the functional Bethe ansatz-equations.
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Fig. 1. Flux-dependence of the spectrum ofHQP (3, 1) for rational γ
2π

and Bethe
ansatz-eigenvalues
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Fig. 3. Flux dependence of the spectrum of HQP (2, 2) for rational γ
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